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Summary


TotoCalculator 2 improves your chances to win on the soccer betting games Toto. The application calculates the 
optimal distribution of the tips on your tickets by supplying lines that have - each line compared with all other 
lines - a minimum of common tips. The resulting distribution also yields a well-balanced ratio of likely and 
unlikely tips. Since the application uses a random generator, even equivalent specifications will - if possible at 
all - result in different distributions every time the application is run.


The main advantage of TotoCalculator 2 as compared with a usual wheeling system is the flexible amount of tips
1, X and 2 (resp. 1, 0 and 2 in other parts of the world) that can be set for every match. You are not bound to a 
fixed allotment determined by the system but can specify the exact chance for every result ranging from 0.0 % to
100.0 %. You can also take advantage of the fact that, in general, bookies know the chances for the results and 
use their odds to let TotoCalculator 2 compute the chances for 1, X and 2.


TotoCalculator 2 needs your specification either of the chances or the odds for the results 1, X and 2 of each 
match. You can use the odds of more than one book-maker per match. The application determines the amount of 
tips 1, X and 2 using either the specified chances or the specified odds. If both chances and odds are specified for
one match TotoCalculator 2 will only use the chances.


Menu File: The File menu offers commands for the handling of the documents. Every distribution of tips is 
saved in a single document.


Menu Edit: The Edit menu offers commands for
● specifying the preferences of the wanted distribution and of the display, such as the number of lines you 


want to bet or the number of matches on the ticket (Options),
● specifying the chances or the odds (Input),
● calculating the optimal distribution of the tips (Calculate).


Menu Extras: The Extras menu handles
● various conditions and filters for each line,
● over- and underbetting   of the favourites,
● options to divide the matches into fixed and pooled matches,
● decimation   of lines from the distribution without changing the rest of it,
● statistic information of the calculated distribution (Charts).


Menu View: The View menu serves to display the tickets on the screen and to highlight the lines one after the 
other.


Menu Ticket: The Ticket menu manages the format and printing of the tickets.


Menu Preferences: In the Preferences menu the permanent settings (language; options and conditions for new 
documents) are set.
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Quick Tutorial


»File - New« creates a new, empty document.


The command »Edit - Options...« opens a window where you can specify the settings for the active document. 
It’s not necessary to check and change all options, for a start it is enough to specify the number of matches and 
the number of lines you want to bet.
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The command »Edit – Input...« opens a window for the input of the matches, results, chances and odds.


To be able to calculate the distribution of tips, TotoCalculator 2 needs either the chances or the odds for the 
results 1, X and 2 per match. If both chances and odds are specified for one match TotoCalculator 2 will only use
the chances.


The command »Extras – Conditions...« lets you specify conditions for each line.
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A filter is another kind of condition, which lets you exclude combinations of tips from the distribution.


The command »Calculate« causes TotoCalculator 2 to search the optimal distribution of tips using the current 
options and input.
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The resulting distribution might look like that:


The statistics window displays compact statistic information on the distribution of tips.
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TotoCalculator 2 uses format files to be able to handle the different formats of all the tickets around the world. 
The Format Editor creates or changes the format files that contain all information TotoCalculator 2 needs for 
printing a ticket.
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Versions


Versions for 64-bit operating systems:
 Windows
 Windows ´Live´
 Linux (GTK+-3)
 Linux GTK+-2)
 macOS (Apple silicon)
 macOS (Intel)
 FreeBSD
 OpenBSD
 NetBSD
 DragonFly BSD
 Solaris
 Haiku


Requirements: 64-bit operating system and
 Windows (and Windows ´Live´): Windows Vista/7/8/10/11
 Linux: up-to-date Linux with GTK+-2 / GTK+-3
 macOS (Apple silicon): macOS Apple silicon v. 11.0 or later
 macOS (Intel): macOS Intel v. 10.11 or later
 FreeBSD: FreeBSD 10 or later with GTK+-2
 OpenBSD: OpenBSD 7.1 or 7.2
 NetBSD: NetBSD 9.0 or later
 DragonFly BSD: DragonFly BSD 6.2.2 or later
 Solaris: OpenIndiana 2020.10 or later
 Haiku: Haiku R1 Beta or later


Versions for 32-bit operating systems:
 Windows
 Windows ´Live´
 Linux (GTK+-2)
 Mac OS X Intel
 Mac OS X PowerPC
 FreeBSD
 Solaris
 Haiku


Requirements:
 Windows (and Windows ´Live´): Windows NT4/2000/XP/Vista/7/8/10/11
 Linux: up-to-date Linux with GTK+-2
 Mac OS X (Intel): Mac OS X Intel v. 10.5.8 - 10.14
 Mac OS X (PowerPC): Mac OS X v. 10.3.9 or later
 FreeBSD: FreeBSD 11 or later with GTK+-2
 Solaris: Solaris 10 with GTK+-2. TotoCalculator for Solaris was compiled on OpenSolaris-2009.06 and was 


tested on OpenIndiana.
 Haiku: Haiku R1 Beta or later


Versions for classic operating systems:
 Windows
 Windows-3.1
 Linux
 Mac OS with Carbon (OS X)
 Mac OS with Carbon (OS 8/9)
 Mac OS Classic


Requirements:
 Windows 95/98/ME/NT4/2000/XP/Vista/7/8/10/11
 Windows 3.1 (resolution at least 1024x768)
 Linux Classic: any Linux with 32-Bit-Libraries and X11
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 Mac OS with Carbon: Mac OS 8.6 and later, Mac OS X with a Carbon library
 Mac OS Classic: Mac OS 9.2


Restrictions for TotoCalculator 2 for Windows-3.1:
 Import of text files is restricted to documents with a maximum of 1,000 lines.
 Export to pdf is stopped if it needs to much memory, use a smaller format in this case.
 Input window and the filter window: Amount of columns is restricted, editing cannot be started with all 


keys.
 The length of the log is restricted.


TotoCalculator for Translators


TotoCalculator for Translators is a special version that contains additional features for the translation of 
TotoCalculator 2 itself. It is available for Windows, Linux and Mac OS. Please take a look at TotoCalculator for 
Translators.


File Format


All versions use the same file format so TotoCalculator-files can be moved from one operating system to another.
Nonetheless correct handling of text is only guaranteed with the versions for 64-bit and for 32-bit, because these 
versions use UNICODE (UTF8) for saving text while the classic versions use the local encoding.


Version 2 is backwards compatible to all Versions 2.xx and to the console mode applications TotoCalculator16 
1.21 and TotoCalculator32 1.21 and later. Special characters in text (i.e. in the name of the matches and in the 
comments) in files from versions up to 2.11 are not converted and will probably be displayed differently if the 
same file is used on different operating systems.


Languages


TotoCalculator 2 currently runs alternatively in English, French, German, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Russian, 
Swedish or Hungarian. The online help is available in English, German and Italian.


New translations can be added without changing the executable file, please see the web site at: 
www.totocalculator.com or contact service@totocalculator.com for more information. Additional languages are 
always welcome.
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Installation and Uninstallation (Windows)


TotoCalculator 2 for Windows


Installation:


Put the disc resp. the CD into the appropriate drive. If you use a CD, the installation program will start 
automatically. If this is not the case or if you use a disk or if you downloaded the application, run the program 
»SetupTotoCalculator.exe« with the help of the Explorer or the »Start«-Command in the Start menu. Follow the
instructions of the installation program.


The installation program suggests to install the application in the directory »TotoCalculator«. You can choose 
any other directory if you want. If the specified directory does not exist, the installation program will create it.


Do not rename the directory after the installation because this leads to errors when the program will be updated.


If an earlier version (especially version 2.12) is already installed then TotoCalculator 2 will be copied to the 
same directory.


Remove:


Open ‘Add/Remove Programs’ in the Control Panel and double-click ‘TotoCalculator 2’ in the list box.


This removes all files, short-cuts and registry entries that were created by the installation program. Documents, 
directories and short-cuts that were created by the user are not removed. The directory that was created during 
installation (normally »TotoCalculator«) is not removed if it still contains files.


TotoCalculator 2 for Windows Live


Installation:


Uncompress the zipped file »TotoCalculator.zip« and move the so created folder »TotoCalculatorLive« and its 
subdirectories to a place of your choice. You may change the name of the folder »TotoCalculatorLive« and of the
executable »TotoCalculator.exe«, but do not rename any of the other files and folders.


The Live version does not change the Windows registry, so you have to create icons and links yourself. 
Preferences are saved in the TotoCalculator.ini file in the home directory of the user.


Remove:


Delete the folder »TotoCalculatorLive« and the files and folders in it. Take care not to delete the data files 
(usually named *.tmt and *.tmx) if you want to keep them. Also delete all the config files which are called 
»TotoCalculator.ini« - every user that used TotoCalculator 2 will probably have such a config file in his home 
directory.
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Installation and Uninstallation (Linux, BSD, Solaris and Haiku)


Installation:


Uncompress and extract the tarball »TotoCalculator.tar.gz« and move the so created folder »TotoCalculator« and 
its subdirectories to a place of your choice. »/usr/local/TotoCalculator« for example is an appropriate place. You 
may change the name of the folder »TotoCalculator« and of the executable »TotoCalculator«, but do not rename 
any of the other files and folders.


If you move TotoCalculator 2 to another place later you should delete the config files to avoid deprecated entries.


Remove:


Delete the folder »TotoCalculator« and the files and folders in it. Take care not to delete the data files (usually 
named *.tmt and *.tmx) if you want to keep them. Also delete all the (invisible) config files which are called 
».TotoCalculator« - every user that used TotoCalculator 2 will probably have such a config file in his home 
directory.


Shortcut keys on Haiku:


This help uses the Windows/Linux mode for shortcut keys. If you use the Haiku mode, »Ctrl« and »Alt« will be 
swapped.
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Installation and Uninstallation (Mac OS)


TotoCalculator 2 for Mac OS


Installation:


Uncompress the disk image »TotoCalculator.dmg« and copy »TotoCalculator« to a place of your choice. The 
folder »~/Applications« for example is an appropriate place. You may change the name of »TotoCalculator«, but 
do not rename any of the files inside the application.


macOS Sierra 10.12, macOS High Sierra 10.13 and macOS Big Sur 11: The operating systems wants to be 
helpful and adds an additional superfluous tab bar, which duplicates the name of the window, and three items to 
the »View« menu (»Hide Tab Bar«, »Show All Tabs« and »Enter Full Screen«). To get rid of the extra tab bar 
choose English as the current language and »View« > »Hide Tab Bar«.


The author is not member of the Apple Developer Programs, therefore you have to follow these steps on current 
macOS versions:


 Control-click the app icon, then choose Open from the shortcut menu. Then click Open.


You can also use these steps:
 Start the application with a doubleclick. You will get a message that the developer could not be verified.
 Choose »Cancel«.
 Choose »System Preferences«, click »Security & Privacy«, then click »General«.
 Grant an exception for the blocked app by clicking the Open Anyway button.


Remove:


Delete »TotoCalculator« and the config files which are called »TotoCalculator Preferences« and 
»TotoCalculator.plist« - every user that used TotoCalculator 2 will probably have such files in his preferences 
directory.


TotoCalculator 2 for Mac OS with Carbon


Installation:


Uncompress the disk image »TotoCalculatorCarbon.img« (OS 8/9) or »TotoCalculatorCarbon.dmg« (OS X) and 
copy the so created folder »TotoCalculator« and its subdirectories to a place of your choice. You may change the 
name of the folder »TotoCalculator«, but do not rename any of the other files and folders.


Remove:


Delete the folder »TotoCalculator« and the files and folders in it and the config files which are called »Tmt 
Prefs« - every user that used TotoCalculator 2 will probably have such files in his preferences directory.


TotoCalculator 2 for Mac OS Classic


Installation:


Uncompress the disk image »TotoCalculator.img« and copy the so created folder »TotoCalculator« and its 
subdirectories to a place of your choice. You may change the name of the folder »TotoCalculator«, but do not 
rename any of the other files and folders.


Remove:


Delete the folder »TotoCalculator« and the files and folders in it and the config files which are called »Tmt 
Prefs« - every user that used TotoCalculator 2 will probably have such files in his preferences directory.
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Arguments


TotoCalculator 2 can be run with some arguments, but most of them are superfluous. Only the arguments »-f« to 
open a file and »-c« to remove entries in the Windows registry may be useful.


Usage of Arguments:


TotoCalculator [-h] [-f=xxx] [-s=n] etc. The order of the arguments is unimportant. The small letters can be 
replaced by capitals.


The arguments can be divided in two groups:


Information


-h
The application shows a message with the possible arguments. This message is also shown whenever 
TotoCalculator 2 is run with an invalid argument. After the message box is closed the application continues 
normally.


-l=xx
The application uses the language xx. xx has to be replaced with the two-letter code according to ISO 639-1 (e.g.
»en« for English, »de« for German, »fr« for French, »it« for Italian, »nl« for Dutch or »sv« for Swedish). The 
application starts with the specified language even when another language was specified with the menu 
command »Language« and the application was restarted subsequently. With other words: This argument 
overrides the menu command.


-a=xx
If xx is a correct registration code, the application behaves like a registered version. Please notice that you must 
not use a registration code without having paid the registration fee. If xx is not a correct registration code, the 
application behaves like an unregistered demo version even if the copy is registered (the registration will not get 
lost). See »Enter Registration Code« for more information.


-d and -n:
The looks of many parts of the application depend on the settings of the desktop environment, especially on the 
choice for dark mode and normal (light) mode. Additionally some looks are programmatically set by the 
application depending on this choice for dark and light mode. With the arguments -d (dark mode) and -n (normal 
mode) the programmatically created looks are set regardless of the settings of the desktop environment This only
makes sense if the application would otherwise choose the wrong mode (which really should not happen).
Dark mode and these arguments are only available with the versions for macOS (64-Bit) and Linux (GTK+-2 
and GKT+-3).


Program mode


-f=xxx
The application opens the file xxx at start. The file extension ».tmt« is not needed to be specified. There must be 
no space before and after the =-character. If the file is specified without its path, it can only be opened if it is 
saved in the working directory of TotoCalculator 2. If the filename or the path contains spaces, the whole 
argument has to be embraced with quotation marks.


-c
‘clean mode’: The application removes its entries from the registry and quits after displaying a message about 
the success of the operation. In Windows, this mode can be used to uninstall the application manually. In Linux, 
BSD and Haiku the config file ».TotoCalculator« of the current user is deleted, what can be done with any file 
manager as well (see also Installation and Uninstallation).
Attention: Since »TotoCalculator 2« saves the registration key in the registry resp. the config file, the ‘clean 
mode’ will remove a registration too. Make sure that you have noted the registration key before!
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File


Every distribution of tips and its options and other entries (matches, results, chances, odds, notes) are saved in a 
single document. The »File« menu contains commands for the handling of the documents.


 : New
creates a new, empty document (Ctrl+N). A new document gets the options and the conditions that are specified 
in the preferences.


 : Open...
opens an existing document (Ctrl+O, Ctrl+F12; Haiku: Ctrl+O, Alt+F12). If the document has been encrypted, 
the right password is required to open it; please see the chapter »Compression and Encryption« for more 
information.


-    Close
prompts you to save changes and closes the active document, without quitting the application (Windows: 
Ctrl+F4, Linux and BSD: F4)


 : Save
saves the active document using the same filename (Ctrl+S, Shift+F12)


-    Save As...
saves the active document to a specified file name (Ctrl+U, F12). The document can be saved compressed or 
encrypted; please see the chapter »Compression and Encryption« for more information.


-    Import Text File...
creates a new document and imports data of a text file. These formats of text files can be specified:
● Text File (*.txt) is a ‘normal’ text file, i.e. the tips are sorted by the lines (like text files created with 


TotoCalculator 2 itself with the command »Create Text File«).
● Reversed Text File (*.txt) is a text file with the tips sorted by matches.
● Totocalcio (*.col): format for the Italian Totocalcio.


The application is very tolerant when importing text files: All combinations of ‘LF’ and ‘CR’ (and 0x0e in 
Totocalcio-files) are accepted as line terminator, and all characters other than ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘x’, ‘X’ and ‘2’ in text files
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and reversed text files and all characters other than ‘1’ to ‘7’ in Totocalcio-files are ignored.


Only text files with a theoretical maximum number of 268,435,456 lines (32-bit versions: 134,217,728 lines) can
be imported, the calculation of a new distribution is restricted to documents with a maximum of 10,000 lines in 
any case.


An imported text file gets the chances that are calculated from their amount of tips for 1, X and 2. If the 
application would now use these chances vice versa to calculate the amount of tips 1, X and 2 then the results 
may differ from the values of the original file. As a consequence the tips would be labelled as »not up-to-date«. 
This could be the case for distributions with more then 1,000 lines due to rounding differences.


To avoid this effect the amount of tips for 1, X and 2 of imported text files are not calculated from their chances 
but taken from the original file. If these amount of tips differ from the values theoretically calculated from the 
chances then the distribution is labelled with ‘Source: Imported text file’ in the main window and in the windows
for s  tatistics  , p  ooling   and o  ver- and   u  nderbetting  . As soon as the number of matches, the number of lines or the 
chances are changed, the distribution loses the status of an imported text file.


-    Save as Text File...
saves the current distribution as a text file. The specified file type controls the format:
● Text File (*.txt) PC/OS2: for DOS, Windows and OS/2: line is terminated with ‘CR’ ‘LF’
● Text File (*.txt) Unix (Linux, BSD, Solaris and Haiku): line is terminated with ‘LF’ (= 0xA)
● Text File (*.txt) Mac: for the Mac: line is terminated with ‘CR’ (= 0xD)
● Text File with commas (*.txt): Tips are separated by commas.
● Totocalcio (*.col): special format for the Italian Totocalcio.
● Totocalcio special (*.col): format for the Italian Totocalcio using the character 0x0e as line break.
● Austrian System Champion (*.pcs): format for the Austrian Toto.


Please see the chapter »Format for Text Files« for more information.


-    Create a PDF document...
creates a pdf file from the current document. The specified file type controls the format:
● PDF File (*.pdf): This will open a window that allows to change the file format. Changes of the format in 


this window will be remembered for the next creation of a pdf file with this option from the same document 
(but not for other documents).


● PDF File - Default Settings (*.pdf): The default pdf file format is used. This file type is not available if you 
have specified in the default values that the PDF document needs password protection.


The options for the format of a pdf file are discussed in ‘PDF File Format‘. 


 : Print (DIN A4)...
prints the document (Ctrl+P). Normally two or three tickets are printed per page.


 : Print Preview
displays the document on the screen as it would appear printed (Ctrl+H)


 : Exit
prompts you to save changes and quits the application (Alt+F4; Haiku: Ctrl+Q)


-    Recent Files
Use the numbers and filenames listed on the menu to open last documents you closed. Choose the number that 
corresponds with the document you want to open.
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Compression and Encryption


Documents can be saved compressed or encrypted by selecting the appropriate file type:


Compression:


The size of the file is reduced using the ZIP file format. Some bytes, e.g. those with the version number, are not 
zipped. Since not all data is zipped the compressed file is not a standard zip file and cannot be unzipped with a 
decompression tool.


Encryption:


Encrypted documents are protected with a password:
● The maximum length of a password is 100 characters. There are no other requirements for the creation of 
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the password, it is the responsibility of the user to choose a secure password.
● The password may contain special characters (like the German Umlauts). Since the classic versions do not 


use UNICODE (UTF8) but the local encoding special characters should be avoided if documents are used 
with different versions and one of them is a classic version.


● The command »Save« saves the active document using the same password. If you want to change the 
password or want to remove it then choose the command »Save As...« and select the appropriate file type.


● A forgotten password cannot be reconstructed since the password is not saved in the document.


By default the password is masked and has to be entered twice to prevent the user from making mistakes. If the 
option »Show password« is checked then the password is unmasked and has to be entered only once.


Decryption:


If an encrypted document is opened the user is prompted to enter the password. There is no limit to how many 
times the user can enter a wrong password before entering the correct one.


If the option »Show password« is checked then the password is unmasked.
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Format for Text Files


The command ‘File‘ > ‘Save as Text File...‘ saves the current file as a text file. The specified file type controls 
the format:
● Text File (*.txt) PC/OS2: for DOS, Windows and OS/2: line is terminated with ‘CR’ ‘LF’
● Text File (*.txt) Unix (Linux, BSD, Solaris and Haiku): line is terminated with ‘LF’ (= 0xA)
● Text File (*.txt) Mac: for the Mac: line is terminated with ‘CR’ (= 0xD)
● Text File with commas (*.txt): Tips are separated by commas.
● Totocalcio (*.col): special format for the Italian Totocalcio.
● Totocalcio special (*.col): format for the Italian Totocalcio using the character 0x0e as line break.
● Austrian System Champion (*.pcs): format for the Austrian Toto.


The sorting in the text file depends on the specification of »Export to text files: Always sort by 1-X-2.« in ‘More 
Options’. If this option is checked the lines in the saved text file are always sorted by 1, X and 2, otherwise the 
current sorting is used for the text file.


Text File:


Text File (*.txt) is a ‘normal’ text file, i.e. the tips are sorted by the lines. Here is an example for a ticket with 12 
matches and four lines:


1X1X11X1X222
12X11211211X
X1111X2X22X1
2211X1121X21


Text File with commas:


The tips are separated by commas. Lines are terminated with ‘CR’ ‘LF’. For example:


1,X,1,X,1,1,X,1,X,2,2,2
1,2,X,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,X
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X,1,1,1,1,X,2,X,2,2,X,1
2,2,1,1,X,1,1,2,1,X,2,1


Totocalcio:


This is a special format for the Italian Totocalcio. Lines are terminated with ‘CR’ (Totocalcio) or 0x0e 
(Totocalcio special).


This Type needs the tips of exactly 14 matches. Here is an example for a ticket with four lines:


11121411142122
12112241424441
24111122411212
44211114244141
             4
0


Austrian System Champion:


In Austria the terminals accept tips saved on an USB stick and, even better, you have the opportunity to upload 
your tips at home directly to www.win2day.at (‘System Champion’).


The pcs-file needed for this is created by TotoCalculator 2 with ‘File‘ > ‘Save as Text File...‘ with the file type 
‘Austrian System Champion‘. Before the pcs-file is saved the application asks you which options for the ‘Joker‘ 
shall be used. The pcs-file created by TotoCalculator 2 uses the interface version 2.0.


This type needs exactly 18 matches with 13 tips in each line. The tips for the first five matches are obligatory and
the other 8 matches can be selected out of the pool of the other 13 matches. You have two options to meet this 
specifications:
● First option: Choose 18 matches in the »Options«, but specify chances or odds for only 13 matches in the 


»Input« window. After the command »Calculate« you will get the question ‘Chances or odds of only 13 of 
18 matches are specified. Calculate nevertheless?‘ which has to be answered with ‘Yes‘.


● Second option: Use »Pooling« with five fixed matches and eight floating matches out of thirteen pooled 
matches.


Here is an example with four lines and without ‘Joker’:


<oelg>
<versionsNr>2.0</versionsNr>
<wsArt>24</wsArt>
<tnDauer>1</tnDauer>
<schein>
<totoTipp>1,X,1,X,1,2,X,1,-,-,-,2,X,1,-,-,2,1</totoTipp>
<totoTipp>1,2,X,1,1,X,1,1,-,-,-,X,2,X,-,-,X,2</totoTipp>
<totoTipp>X,1,1,1,X,1,1,X,-,-,-,1,2,1,-,-,1,1</totoTipp>
<totoTipp>2,2,1,1,1,1,2,2,-,-,-,1,1,X,-,-,2,X</totoTipp>
</schein>
</oelg>
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Options


 : Options (Ctrl+T)


The command »Edit - Options...« opens a window where you can specify the settings for the active document.


Numbers are integer values and contain no character whatsoever (point, comma, space) to mark the thousands.


Number of matches and lines:


Number of Matches:


Specify the number of matches that are to be forecasted on the ticket. There are, for example, normally 13 
matches in Germany and in Austria and 14 matches in Italy. You can select a number from 2 to 20.


Number of Lines:


Specify the number of lines you want to bet. Valid entries are numbers from 1 to 10,000. The more lines you bet 
the longer will the calculation of the distribution last. Take into account that too many lines can extremely slow 
down the calculation.


If a document was created by importing a text file then the maximum number of lines may exceed the number of 
10,000, but the calculation of a new distribution is still restricted for documents with a maximum of 10,000 lines.


Changing the number of matches or of the lines makes it necessary to recalculate the distribution of the tips. 
Until the calculation is finished the old tips are still displayed but labelled as »not up-to-date«.


Representation:


Lines per Ticket:


Specify the number of lines that are displayed on one ticket. You can select a number from 2 to 14.


Representation of tips:


Choose how the tips for home win, draw and away win are represented. With the options ‘1X2’, ‘102’ and ‘1N2’ 
it doesn’t matter if you enter »X«, »x«, »N«, »n«  or »0« in the input window, because the application will adjust
your entry as soon as possible.


Sorting of the Lines:


Specify the criterion for sorting the lines. You can choose between three main sorting options (Tips, Probability 
and Correct Tips) and specify the details of the sorting for each option.


Lines with the same probability resp. the same number of correct tips are sorted by 1, X and 2.


Calculate:


While this box contains options for advanced users, there can be no harm by specifying unfavourable values - the
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worst case is that the calculation lasts longer than wanted and you have to stop it with the command »Stop the 
Calculation«. So you can try different settings for the calculation to get familiar with these options.


The higher the number of lines, unsuccessful tries and extra tries the longer a round will last. You will make the 
experience that less unsuccessful tries and extra tries in favour of more rounds produce better results.


Rounds:


Every round produces a complete distribution of the tips, and the best distribution will finally be used. Valid 
entries are numbers from 1 to 1000.


Unsuccessful Tries:


Each round is stopped after a series of unsuccessful tries. Counting of the tries restarts after a successful try. 
Valid entries are numbers from 2 to 10,000.


Extra Tries:


A round with a distribution (almost) as good as the best so far gets a number of extra tries. Whether a distribution
is good enough for extra tries depends on the difference to the best result so far.


Valid entries for the extra tries are numbers from 0 to 10,000. Counting of both the normal and the extra tries 
restarts after a successful extra try.


Up to Difference:


Specify the difference to the best distribution so far that leads to extra tries yet. This difference is determined by 
the number of equal tips comparing each line with all other lines (for details see Calculate). Valid entries are 
numbers from 0 to 100.
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Input


 : Input (Ctrl+I)


The command »Edit - Input...« opens a window for the input of the matches, results, chances and odds.


The following picture shows the different methods to specify chances and odds.


Number of matches: The input window contains one row per match. You can specify the number of matches in 
the options window.


Obligatory entries: To be able to calculate the distribution of tips, TotoCalculator 2 needs either the chances or 
the odds for the results 1, X and 2 per match. The calculation can start as soon as these data are specified for two 
matches at least - TotoCalculator 2 will of course not calculate tips for the other matches.


Chances and odds can be specified with one resp. two places of decimal. Whenever more decimals are used 
TotoCalculator 2 will round to the nearest representable value. If the result is midway between two representable
values, the higher representable is chosen.


You can use a comma instead of a decimal point for the input of values. The eventual representation depends on 
your choice of »Comma instead of Decimal Point« in the Options. The application will adjust your entry as soon 
as possible. Since there might be a confusion with the decimal point, no character whatsoever (point, comma, 
space) to mark the thousands is allowed.


Matches:


You should enter the teams in these cells (e.g. »Arsenal - Liverpool«), but you may leave them blank as well or 
enter any text you like. Whenever the text is too long it will be shortened in the representation of the tickets and 
in the statistics window.


Interim Result:


(= Int.): Check this option if you enter a result for a the match that is not finished yet.


Result:


(= Res.): Enter the result of the matches into these cells using »1«, »X« (or »x« or »0«) or »2«. »0« means zero, 
so a capital letter O leads to an error message. The specified results will be used to count the number of the 
correct tips.


You may use a »X« or a »0« for a draw. The eventual representation depends on your choice of »0 instead of X 
for Draw« in the Options. The application will adjust your entry as soon as possible.


Chances:


Enter the chances for a home win, a draw and an away win into these cells as a percentage (but do not enter the 
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%-character).


The sum of the three specified chances has to be exactly 100,0. To ease the input it is sufficient to enter only two 
values, leaving blank the third cell. TotoCalculator 2 will find the difference to 100,0 by himself. If you go bank 
and specify a chance of 100,0, you can leave blank the two other cells.


Odds:


Enter the odds for a home win, a draw and an away win into these cells. You get odds from the book-maker of 
your choice, the internet might be a source as well.


Use the command »Additional Bookies« to get columns for the odds of additional book-makers. TotoCalculator 
2 will delete these additional columns automatically whenever they stay blank (therefore there is no explicit 
command to remove the included columns).


It doesn’t matter on what stake your odds are based. You may for example enter the odds for 100 shillings (e.g. 
»220 - 260 - 300«) or for 1 shilling (e.g. »1,85 - 2,60 - 5,00«). You can even use different bases for the odds for 
each book-maker. The use of fractions (e.g. »1 1/2- 2 5/8 - 5«) is not supported by the application.


TotoCalculator 2 uses the odds of each book-maker to compute the chances for 1, X and 2 of the matches. If the 
odds of more than one book-maker are entered it will strike an average.


Changing the chances or the odds makes it necessary to recalculate the distribution of the tips. Until the 
calculation is finished the old tips are still displayed but labelled as »not up-to-date«.


If both chances and odds are specified for one match TotoCalculator 2 will only use the chances.


Notes:


You may enter optional text into these cells. Notes are only displayed in the input window.


Edit text in the cells:


Start:


To be able to edit text in the cells you either have to
• press »F2«,
• click with the left mouse button on the current cell,
• or simply start with the input of text. In Linux Classic this most simple method has two restrictions: It 


doesn’t work with all characters (e.g. not with Ä Ö Ü ß), and furthermore the keys from 1 to 0 ignore a 
pressed shift key.


Exit:


These are the ways to stop editing the text of a cell:
● Escape key: The changes of the text are not applied.
● Enter key or down arrow: The cell underneath will get the focus.
● up arrow: The cell above will get the focus.
● Tab key: The cell on the right will get the focus.
● Shift+Tab key: The cell on the left will get the focus.
● Mouse click on another cell: This cell will get the focus.


Edit the cells:


To move from one cell to another or to select cells, you can use the left mouse button or the following keys:
● left (right, up, down) arrow


one cell to the left (right, up, down).
● Ctrl + left (right, up, down) arrow


blockwise to the left (right, up, down): changes the focus to the first (last) written cell next to an empty cell.
● Shift [+Ctrl] + arrow


Pressing the shift key in connection with the arrow keys will select the cells.
● Ctrl + Space


Toggle between »select the current cell« and »unselect«
● PgUp (PgDn)


the height of one page upwards (downwards).
● Ctrl + PgUp (PgDn)


to the first (last) row.
● Ctrl + Home (End)


to the first (last) row in the first (last) column.
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The menu «Edit Cells« offers commands to handle the cells:


 : Undo
Undoes the last action (Ctrl+Z). Use this command to reverse the last editing action.


 : Redo
Redoes the previously undone action (Ctrl+Y). Use this command to reverse the last undo action.


 : Cut
deletes the currently selected cells and moves it to the clipboard (Ctrl+X, Shift+Del).


 : Copy
copies the currently selected cells to the clipboard (Ctrl+C, Ctrl+Select; Haiku: Ctrl+C, Alt+Select).


 : Paste
pastes cells from the clipboard into the selected cells and replaces the current text (Ctrl+V, Shift+Select).


 : Delete
deletes the currently selected cells (Del; Haiku: Ctrl+Del, Del).


 : Additional Bookies
adds three columns for the quotes of an additional book-maker (Ctrl+B).


The capability to paste content from the clipboard simplifies the input whenever data are already present in 
another application. If you copy data from an internet browser it may be necessary to paste them into a spread 
sheet application or a text editor first and edit them before you can copy them to TotoCalculator 2, because direct
copies would need more cells than are available.


You can change the height and the width of the rows and columns - such a change will be of short duration, 
because TotoCalculator 2 will optimise the size as soon as possible.


Apply the data, Close the Input window


The input window is manipulated with the commands in the »Window« menu:


 : Apply
checks and applies the changes, does not close the window (Ctrl+S, Shift+F12).


 : Apply and Close
checks and applies the changes, closes the window (Ctrl+A, F12).


 : Close
suggests that you apply the changes and closes the window (Alt+F4, Ctrl+W; Haiku: Ctrl+W).
The »Close« command prompts you to apply the changes even if they will have no influence on the data. All 
input is checked for completeness and correctness, if an error occurs, TotoCalculator 2 will display a message 
and set the focus to the relevant cell.
When the data are applied, leading and trailing spaces will be removed from the text. The display of numbers 
will be adapted to the checked options of »Comma instead of Decimal Point« and »0 instead of X for Draw«. 
The entries of the chances and the quotes are rounded to one resp. two decimals. These adaptations can lead to 
the situation that TotoCalculator 2 prompts you to apply changes, but that the file is not treated as changed at all.
Please pay attention to the fact that applying the changes in the window is not the same as saving the document. 
If a document is closed without saving, all changes in the options window and the input window are discarded.
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Calculate


 : Calculate (Ctrl+B)


Method


The command »Calculate« causes TotoCalculator 2 to search the optimal distribution of tips using the current 
options and input. This is the core of the application and leads to an intense work for TotoCalculator 2, whereas 
the user can lean back and follow the improvements displayed on the screen.


How long TotoCalculator 2 will need for the calculation depends on both the capability of your computer and the
specified options. More lines, rounds, tries and extra tries and a lower number for the difference make the 
calculation time longer. Change these settings if you want to shorten it.


You will make the experience that less unsuccessful tries and extra tries in favour of more rounds produce better 
results. Change the setting of the tries first, then those for the extra tries and the difference. The setting for the 
rounds is less important, because you can stop the calculation after every round and because you can restart the 
calculation to run more rounds.


If a calculation is restarted and the current distribution is still up-to-date, TotoCalculator 2 uses this old 
distribution as starting point. This has the advantage that you can interrupt a session at any time and continue 
later and that you can even try different specifications for rounds, tries, extra tries and difference without loosing 
the best distribution so far.


Optimal distribution


Optimal distribution of tips means that all tips of one of the delivered lines are correct. Since this feature is not 
implemented in the current version of TotoCalculator 2, you should better contact an augur instead.


For TotoCalculator 2 optimal distribution of tips means that it covers a spectrum of results as wide-spread as 
possible. Each line differs form all other lines as far as possible in order that a result is not be covered by more 
lines whereas other results are neglected. This method improves the chances to win a prize.


To be able to judge whether a distribution is better than another TotoCalculator 2 determines for every 
distribution how much the lines differ from the other, using the following method:
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Each line is compared with all other lines. Each of these comparisons delivers a certain number of equal tips 
(»equals«). These »equals« are counted (not counted up), a lower amount of high »equals« is considered better. 
The amount of »equals« with the highest value is crucial for the ranking of the distributions. If this amount is 
equal, the ranking depends on the amount of »equals« second in height, and so forth. Since this explanation is 
incomprehensible, this method is better illustrated with an example.


To make the example easy and short only four lines are played. The chances and odds are taken from the 
example displayed in the chapter input. The resulting distribution might look like that:


Comparing the first line with the second shows that the tips for the matches 1, 3 and 12 are equal, therefore the 
value of the »equals« is 3. The other combinations of lines are compared in the same manner:


● first line with the third: the matches 3, 4 and 9 have the same tips, therefore the value 3 for the »equals«.
● first line with the fourth: matches 4, 6 are 11 are equal: 3 for the »equals«;
● second line with the third: matches 3, 5 are 10 are equal: 3 for the »equals«;
● second line with the fourth: matches 5, 7 are 8 are equal: 3 for the »equals«;
● third line with the fourth: matches 2, 4 are 5 are equal: 3 for the »equals«.


This distribution has 6 times 3 »equals« altogether. If another round produces a distribution that has 1 times 2 
»equals«, 4 times 3 »equals« and 1 times 4 »equals«, this distribution will be considered worse because of the 
higher amount of 4 »equals«.


If more lines are played, the number of combinations increases strongly. For example the »equals« of a 
distribution for 36 lines could look like that:


1 x 0, 14 x 1, 33 x 2, 72 x 3, 140 x 4, 244 x 5, 126 x 6. 


Every distribution that has no »equals« with a value higher than 6 and 125 »equals« at most with a value of 6 
will be considered better.


The »equals« with the highest value are also used to measure the difference between to distributions. If the 
difference is not higher than the setting in the options then extra tries are allowed to improve the distribution. If 
the highest values of the »equals« are different, then this value itself is crucial for extra tries. Example:
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If our example with 36 lines has this number for »equals«:


2 x 0, 11 x 1, 39 x 2, 69 x 3, 144 x 4, 230 x 5, 135 x 6, 


than 9 is the difference in favour of the first distribution (135 - 126 = 9). If a lower difference than 9 was 
specified in the options, then this distribution is discarded immediately. Because of the higher value of the 
highest »equals«, the same happens with the next result, irrespective of any difference:


1 x 0, 8 x 1, 37 x 2, 85 x 3, 153 x 4, 194 x 5, 151 x 6, 1 x 7.


Even a relatively small amount of lines results in so many combinations of tips 1, X and 2 on the tickets that it 
would take far to long to test all of them. Therefore TotoCalculator 2 uses an algorithm to find out the most 
promising combinations. If TotoCalculator 2 has to choose between two equivalent options, a random generator 
decides about the next step. This has the effect that every round brings different results, because these decisions 
open the door to new combinations. This effect can be compared with the phenomenon in chess that no game 
corresponds to another.


Using a random generator has the effect that two users of TotoCalculator 2 will not produce the same 
distributions even if they use the same chances, odds and options.


The Calculate-Window


TotoCalculator 2 displays the progress in its efforts in an own window.


On the bottom of the left side the tries are counted, restarting with a new round.


Above the unsuccessful tries are displayed, restarting the count after every successful try. A successful try 
replaces the best distribution so far with the actual one. After the number of unsuccessful tries is exhausted, 
extra tries are performed and displayed above or the next round is started immediately, depending on the 
difference to the best distribution. If an extra try is successful counting of unsuccessful tries and extra tries is 
restarted.


On the top of the left side the rounds are shown. After the last round the calculation is finished and the time 
spent is displayed.


On the right you can see the distribution of the »equals« of the best round so far and of the actual round. The 
last improvement is marked with an ‘*’. Underneath the difference between these distributions is shown, or a ‘+’
or ‘-’ if their highest »equals« have different values.


Conditions in the Calculate Window


If conditions are used in the calculation then the gauges on the top display how the distributions comply with the
conditions. A ‘+’ indicates compliance, a value indicates the extent of the non-compliance, i.e.
● for the conditions for duplicates: the combinations of lines that have duplicate tips for the matches checked 


in the »Conditions for Duplicates« panel;
● for the conditions for 1, X and 2 and for favourites: the discrepancy from the allowed number of maximum 


and minimum tips for 1, X and 2 (resp. favourites, neutrals and outsiders), thus up to 3 discrepancies per 
line. Not all discrepancies are displayed, but only those with the highest differences to the conditions. ‘3:2’ 
for example means that there are two discrepancies with a difference of three (e.g. five favourites are 
allowed, but two lines contain 8 favourites);


● for the conditions for probabilities: the sum of the squares of discrepancies. For example: If the allowed 
range for the probabilities of the lines is 37,5 % to 39,7 % and if there are two lines outside this range with 
probabilities of 37,2 % and 37,4 %, then the displayed value is 0,10 (= 0,3 x 0,3 + 0,1 x 0,1);


● for the filters: the number of lines that do not comply with the filters.


The limit for the use of conditions is signed with a line in the distribution of the »equals«. The conditions are not 
applied as long as a distribution has »equals« above this limit.


As long as a distribution doesn’t comply with the conditions the difference between the distributions is not 
calculated (»Conditions fault«) and no extra tries are executed.
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Commands in the Calculate Window


It is not possible to access the other windows of TotoCalculator 2 during the calculation, but you can execute 
those commands that are offered in the calculate window itself:


 : Freeze
stops displaying the progress and disables all commands except the »Thaw«-command (Ctrl+F). A frozen 
window will accelerate the calculation because the application doesn’t have to refresh the display. There is still 
some information shown on the right side of the status bar. You have to use the »Thaw«-command to see the 
progress again and to be able to use the other commands.


 : Thaw
starts displaying the progress and enables the other commands again (Ctrl+T). This command is only available if
the window was frozen with the »Freeze«-command.


 : Close the Window
closes the window (Alt+F4, Ctrl+W; Haiku: Ctrl+W) - available after the calculation is finished.


 : No more Rounds
stops the calculation after the current round (Ctrl+K).


 : Stop current Round
stops the current round (Ctrl+A).


 : Stop the Calculation
stops the calculation (Windows: Ctrl+F4; Linux and BSD: F4; Haiku: Ctrl+E). Only if the window is closed via 
the system menu, TotoCalculator 2 asks whether the calculation shall really be stopped.
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Statistics


 : Statistics (Ctrl+A)
The statistics window displays compact statistic information on the distribution of tips.


Chances and Tips: Here the chances are displayed, either as they were specified by the user or they were 
calculated from the entered odds. The next columns list the amount of the tips 1, X and 2. If the result is already 
known the numbers of the correct tips are shown in red. Beneath is shown how often 1, X and 2 are found in the 
distribution (»Sum«), in the »Results« and in all correct tips of the distribution (»Correct Tips«).


Probabilities: Here the distribution of the lines is shown according to their probability, and the probability of the
result. A low percentage corresponds to an unlikely result, and vice versa.


The probability of a line is calculated by striking the average of the chances of its tips. This method has nothing 
to do with probability calculus of course, but suits better the needs of the application, because it gives less 
influence to extreme results. The theory of probabilities would bring forward a probability of 0,0 % - thus 
impossibility - for the results if there is only one match result for which a chance of 0,0 % was specified, 
regardless how likely the results of the other matches are.


The possible minimum and maximum probabilities of the possible results, with and without the interim results, 
are displayed. As soon as all results are entered, the probability of the results is displayed using a red line. The 
position of the line indicates whether the forecast for the prizes is high or low.


Correct Tips:


Last but not least the quantities of correct tips in the distribution are displayed.


---------


‘Chances and Tips’ are constantly updated and represent the values that will be used in the next calculation. 
‘Probabilities’ and ‘Correct Tips’ are not shown if they are not up-to-date any more after the options were 
changed or the distribution was decimat  ed  .


You can choose the ‘charts’ to get information in detail on the current distribution shown in the main window.
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Conditions


- Conditions (Ctrl+D) 
lets you specify conditions for each line. The first four panels work with different kinds of conditions: 
»Conditions for Duplicates«, »Conditions for 1, X and 2«, »Conditions for Favourites« and »Conditions for 
Probabilities«. A filter is another special kind of condition.


The amount of tips 1, X and 2 that are used for the matches is specified in the »Input« window. Conditions do 
not change this amount of tips 1, X and 2! Instead, conditions do have the effect that the tips are so placed in 
the distribution that the lines comply with the condition.


Since the amount of tips 1, X and 2 is not changed, it is not possible to specify conditions that need more or less 
tips 1, X or 2 than are actually available.


For example:
 If 50 % of all tips are tip 1 on a ticket with twelve matches, the conditions for 1, X and 2 cannot stipulate 


that the minimum amount of tips 1 for every line is seven tips - there simply are not enough tips 1 available 
to create such a distribution. The average of six tips 1 per line is the highest useful and allowed limit for the 
minimum amount.


 It is also not possible in this example to stipulate that the maximum amount of tips 1 is five tips - there a too 
many tips 1 in the distribution for such a condition. The average of six tips 1 per line is the lowest useful and
allowed limit for the maximum amount.


Generally spoken: limit for the minimum <= average; limit for the maximum >= average.


Common behaviour of the panels:


The conditions are saved as part of the document. New documents get the values set with the command »Default
Conditions« in the menu »P  references  «.


The conditions are used in the calculation only if the checkbox »Enable the conditions of this panel« is checked.


Conditions for Duplicates:


Check the matches that should have no duplicate tips. The lines comply with these conditions if there is at least 
one different tip in the checked matches.


For example: If the first nine matches are checked then no line should have tips for the first nine matches that are
already present in any other line.
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Conditions for 1, X and 2:


a) Sliders:


Use the sliders to set the range for the maximal and minimal numbers of 1, X and 2. The range specifies the 
spectrum that is available for the tips (so the word ‘range’ can be also taken as a synonym for ‘tolerance’):


With a range of 100 % for the minimum and 100 % for the maximum, the lines may have every number of tips 
without any restriction - this is the same as no conditions being set. The other extreme is a range of 0 % for the 
minimum and 0 % for the maximum, this means that every line should have the same number of tips. The 
percentages between work the in the same manner, they specify how much of the available range of tips may be 
used.


The number of tips 1, X and 2 available for each line is calculated from the specified ranges and depends on the 
overall numbers of the tips. So the same ranges will produce different numbers of available tips if the chances 
change. This method of specifying ranges and deriving the numbers of tips from these ranges has the advantage 
that the same ranges can be used for all kind of chances, regardless whether the chances for tip 1 are higher or 
the chances for tip X or tip 2.


Let’s take a look at the example-file in the help menu: 


The chances of this document produce 54 tips 1, 32 tips X and 34 tips 2 altogether. The average percentage of 
tips 1, X and 2 is 45.0 % : 26.7 % : 28.3 % resp. 5.4 tips 1, 3.2 tips X and 3.4 tips 2 (these figures are shown in 
the statistics window).


Since the average number of tips 1 is 5.4 per line it would be of no use wanting every line to have a minimum of 
6 tips 1. So the minimum number of tips 1 must be in the range of 0 and the average, in this example 5 (5.4 
would be exact, but it is of course not possible to use other numbers than integers). The same is valid for the 
maximum: the maximum must always be in the range of the average and the number of matches, in this example 
between 6 and 12.


With a range of 100 % for the minimum and 100 % for the maximum of tip 1 each line may have 0 to 12 tips 1. 
With a range of 0 % for the minimum and 0 % for the maximum of tip 1 each line should have 5 to 6 tips 1. In 
our example a range of 75 % for the minimum of tip 1 and of 50 % for the maximum of tip 1 will lead to one to 
nine tips 1 for every line.


b) No sliders:


With the command ‘More Options’ the sliders can be replaced by controls where the number of tips has to be 
specified directly. This method is perhaps easier to understand but has the disadvantage that the conditions are 
not changed automatically whenever the chances are changed.
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Conditions for Favourites:


The conditions for favourites use the same method as the conditions for 1, X and 2. The only difference is that 
the conditions do not use the numbers of tips 1, X and 2 but the numbers of favourite, neutral and outsider tips. 
This classification depends on the chances of every match, if the chances are equal then the order 1, X and 2 is 
used.


For example: If the chances are 20,0 % for tip 1, 30,0 % for tip X and 50 % for tip 2 then tip 2 is the favourite 
tip, tip X is the neutral tip and tip 1 is the outsider tip. If the chances are 40,0 % for tip 1, 30,0 % for tip X and 30
% for tip 2 then tip 1 is the favourite tip, tip X is the neutral tip and tip 2 is the outsider tip. 


 chances        ->  F = favourite
                    N = neutral
                    O = outsider:
 1    X    2    ->  1 X 2:
50,0 30,0 20,0  ->  F N O
60,0 20,0 20,0  ->  F N O
20,0 60,0 20,0  ->  N F O
20,0 20,0 60,0  ->  O N F
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Conditions for Probabilities:


This panel lets you specify the minimal and maximal probability of the lines.


Please see the chapter »Statistics« for an explanation how the probability of a line is calculated. In short: The 
probability of a line is the average of the probabilities of its tips.


If the probabilities cannot be used for the conditions (esp. because no chances are specified or because all lines 
have the same chances) then a typical allocation of probabilities is used instead of the current allocation.


Whether sliders are used or controls that allow direct input of the values depends on the specification in the 
command ‘More Options’ at the moment when the document is created. With other words: Once a document 
uses sliders it will always use sliders whatever the specification in ‘More Options’ is, and the same for a 
document with controls for direct input. 


The graphic on the right side of the panels visualises the current entries. While the values displayed here are 
precise, the curves of the graphic are taken form typical distributions of tips. 


Limits for Conditions:


Using strict conditions in the calculation can result in a distribution with equal or almost equal lines. To avoid 
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this effect, the conditions are used in the calculation only if a distribution has a maximum amount of equals. 
Specify the amount of equals as the limit for the use of conditions in the panel »Limits«.


As long as the »equals« of a distribution exceed the maximum amount for a condition, this condition is not used.


The order of the limits determines the priority of the conditions. During the calculation the first conditions takes 
precedence of the second conditions, the second conditions takes precedence of the third conditions etc.


Consequences of the use of conditions:
● If the conditions are used in the calculation, the application will try to find a distribution of tips that 


complies with these conditions. The distribution of tips will cover a spectrum of results as wide-spread as 
possible within these limits.
Bearing in mind the definition of an optimal distribution of tips used by the calculation conditions lead to a 
suboptimal distribution.


● The main window shows how many lines do not comply with the conditions and will mark every line with a 
‘+’ or ‘-’ to show if this line complies. For example:
»Conditions for Duplicates (+)«: all lines comply with the conditions for duplicates.
»Conditions for 1, X and 2 (-2)«: two lines do not comply with the conditions for 1, X and 2.


● In the charts the minimum and maximum values are marked with lines and the values outside this range are 
displayed in red.


● Changes of the conditions are reflected immediately in the main window, in the charts and in the decimate-
window. You can change this behaviour with the command ‘More Options’ in the preferences menu so that 
changes are not reflected before the next calculation is finished.


●
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Over- and Underbetting


- Over- and Underbetting (Ctrl+R)
augments the chances for the favourites or for the outsiders.


If you want to overbet the favourites or, in contrary, to overbet the outsiders, you will normally set the chances in
the input window appropriately. The window 'Over- and Underbetting' offers another option to augment the 
amount of tips used for the favourites resp. for the outsiders.


● Shifting the slider to the left augments the chances and the amount of tips of the outsiders, shifting the slider 
to the right augments the chances and the amount of tips of the favourites.


● The more the chances differ the bigger is the effect of the adaptation.
● If the chances and tips of the outsiders are augmented the adaptation does not change which team is 


favourite and which team is outsider.
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Pooling


- Pooling (Ctrl+J)
specifies fixed and pooled matches.


The window 'Pooling' lets you specify fixed and pooled matches. Only a specified amount of the pooled matches
is used in a line; since the positions of these matches change in every line, they are called 'floating matches'. The 
other tips of the pooled matches will be empty.


By default the empty tips are distributed regularly among the pooled matches. You have two options to change 
the distribution of empty tips:
● First option: Use the slider 'Distribution of empty tips: 0: regular - 4: heuristic' for an automatic adaptation. 


The option 'heuristic' reduces the amount of empty tips of those matches that have a clear favourite.
● Second option: Set the weight of each match individually to a value from 0 % to 100 %.
● You can combine both options and use them simultaneously.
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If pooling is used
● the calculation will be performed with two steps: In the first step the positions of the empty tips are 


calculated, in the second step the tips are distributed among the remaining positions;
● two empty tips are treated as different for counting the »equals« in the calculation and for checking if two 


lines are duplicates for the ‘conditions for duplicates’;
● an empty tip is treated as different to any tip specified in a standard or professional filter.


A distribution with pooled matches may look like this:


'Pooling' is especially interesting for users in Austria where the tickets use five fixed matches and eight floating 
matches out of thirteen pooled matches.
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Standard Filter


- Standard Filter (Ctrl+K)
lets you specify combinations of tips to be excluded from lines.


A filter is another kind of condition, which lets you exclude combinations of tips from the distribution. For 
example: If you do not want four tips ‘2’ successively in your distribution then you have to specify the sequence 
‘2-2-2-2’ in the filter window; the application will then try to find a distribution without this combination.


In a standard filter combinations of these tips can be specified:
● Combinations of tip ‘1’ for a home win, of tip ‘X’ (or ‘x’ or ‘0’) for a draw and of tip ‘2’ for an away win.
● Combinations of tip ‘A’ (or ‘a’) for the favourite tip, of tip ‘B’ (or ‘b’) for the neutral tip and of tip ‘C’ (or 


‘c’) for the outsider tip.
● Any combination of these tips.


In the following example the user has specified three filter sequences:


Specifying these conditions in the example of the Help menu will lead to three lines that do not comply with 
these conditions. These lines are marked with a ‘-’ in the last row. The first sequence (‘2-2-2’) is found in the 
second line, the second sequence (‘A-B-C-A’) is found in the fourth line and the third sequence (‘2-A-A-2’) is 
found in the seventh line.
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If you wonder why the sequence ‘1-X-X-1’ in the fourth line is the same as ‘A-B-C-A’ specified as filter and why
‘2-1-1-2’ in the seventh line corresponds with ‘2-A-A-2’ then change the view to ‘Display Favourites’ in the 
View menu.


Calculating a new distribution removes all occurrences of the filter sequences, such a distribution complying 
with the filter conditions may look like this:
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There are two rules for the specification of a standard filter:
● A sequence needs at least two values.
● Empty cells before the first value or between the values are not allowed in the standard filter. Please specify 


continuous sequences starting on top of a column.


Consequences of the use of filter conditions:
● During the calculation the conditions for duplicates, for 1, X and 2, for favourites and for probabilities take 


precedence of the filter conditions.
● An empty tip (due to the use of Pooling or due to matches without chances and without odds) is treated as 


different to any tip in a filter.
● Filters slow down the calculation obviously, this effect is even stronger with professional filters.


Use Professional Filter if you want to use more complex filters.
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Professional Filter


- Professional Filter (Alt+Ctrl+K)
lets you specify special combinations of tips to be excluded from lines.


In addition to the features of the standard filter, the professional filter gives you more options to specify 
combinations of tips to be excluded from lines. In a professional filter combinations of these tips can be 
specified:
● Just like in a standard filter: Combinations of tip ‘1’ for a home win, of tip ‘X’ (or ‘x’ or ‘0’) for a draw and 


of tip ‘2’ for an away win, combinations of tip ‘A’ (or ‘a’) for the favourite tip, of tip ‘B’ (or ‘b’) for the 
neutral tip and of tip ‘C’ (or ‘c’) for the outsider tip and any combinations of these tips.


● Tips can be combined in one cell, e.g. ‘12A-1-2-1’ covers each of the following combinations, which will be
avoided in the distribution:
‘1-1-2-1’, ‘2-1-2-1’, ‘A-1-2-1’.


● The placeholder ‘*’ represents any number of any tips, e.g. ‘2-*-2’ covers each of the following 
combinations: 
‘2-2’: Here ‘*’ covers no tip at all.
‘2-1-2’, ‘2-X-2’, ‘2-2-2’: Here ‘*’ covers tip 1, X and 2.
‘2-1-1-2’, ‘2-1-X-2’, ‘2-1-2-2’, ‘2-X-1-2’,...: Here ‘*’ covers any combination of two tips, and so on.
Instead of ‘*’ you can enter a plus sign (‘+’), the application will change it to a ‘*’.


● The placeholder ‘?’ represents exactly one tip of any kind, e.g. ‘2-?-2’ covers each of the following 
combinations:
‘2-1-2’, ‘2-X-2’, ‘2-2-2’.
Instead of ‘?’ you can enter a full stop (‘.’), the application will change it to a ‘?’.


● The filter or parts of it can be fixed to specified matches using ‘=‘. For example ‘fourth match: =2 - fifth 
match: =1 - * - 2 - 1’ covers any combination which has tip ‘2’ for the fourth match, tip ‘1’ for the fifth 
match, then any number of any tips and then tips ‘2’ and ‘1’.
Instead of ‘=‘ you can enter a hyphen (‘-’), the application will change it to a ‘=‘.


● Any combinations of these features are allowed.


With this flexibility you can influence the lines in every way - but the application takes care that the distribution 
of tips in a whole still has the number of tips 1, X and 2 per match that are specified with the chances or odds.


In the following example the user has specified four filter sequences in the professional filter:
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In the example of the Help menu this produces six lines that do not comply with these conditions.
●  The first combination ‘BC-2-2-2B’ is found in the second and in the fifth line.
●  ‘X-X-*-X-2’ is found in the seventh and in the ninth line.
●  ‘2-2-?-1-1’ is found in the tenth line.
●  ‘fourth match: =2 - fifth match: =1 - * - 2 - 1’ is found in the first line.


Calculating a new distribution removes all occurrences of the filter sequences, such a distribution complying 
with the filter conditions may look like this:
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Rules for the specification of a professional filter:
● The placeholder ‘*’ can be written alone into a cell or at the beginning or the end of the specification of 


another element. For example: ‘*1’ can be written into a single cell or into two adjacent cells.
● Fixed elements do not have a ‘*’, if so the application will move the ‘*’ to the previous or next cell.
● Empty cells are interpreted as a ‘*’, a missing ‘*’ will be added by the application.
● There is no ‘*’ or no empty cell before the first element and no ‘*’ after the last element. If the user has 


specified such characters, they are removed by the application. Only if the first element is a fixed one, there 
may be empty cells before the first element.


● If there is no ‘*’ and no empty cell between a floatable element and a fixed element the application will add 
a ‘*’ unless it is impossible that there are any tips in these positions; in the latter case these floatable 
elements will be fixed by the application too.


● If the placeholder ‘?’ is specified in a cell no other tip is used in the same cell (e.g. ‘1?’ is changed to a ‘?’ by
the application).


● Fixed elements start with a ‘=‘. ‘=*’ is not valid and is changed to ‘*’, ‘=?’ is valid.
● Floatable parts of a filter and fixed elements do not change their order. For example: ‘1-X-2-*-fifth tip: =1’ 


is a combination where 1-X-2 is in the first four matches. If you want a filter with ‘1-X-2’ both before and 
after the fifth tip you have to specify two combinations:’1-X-2-*-fifth tip: =1’ and ‘fifth tip: =1-*-1-X-2’.


● The same is valid for two floatable parts. For example: ‘1-X-2-*-A-B-C’ does not cover the line ‘A-B-C-1-
1-X-2’.


Whenever the entries are applied the application
● removes unnecessary or adds necessary ‘*’ or moves them to a single cell,
● removes useless input: ‘1X2’ and ‘ABC’ are replaced with a ‘?’,
● changes combinations of more than one ‘*’ to one ‘*’,
● removes empty cells (if possible).


The application does not check if the condition is useful, even useless combinations (e.g. with only one tip) are 
accepted.
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Decimation


- Decimate... (Shift+Ctrl+E)
removes unwanted lines.


To reduce the number of lines you will normally change the option for this value and recalculate the distribution.
However if you do want to remove lines without changing the rest of the distribution then you can make use of 
the decimation-window.


  -> remove up to ten lines


  -> remove one line


  -> return one line


  -> return up to ten lines


Each panel offers different criteria for the decimation.
●  ‘Probabilities’: Remove lines depending on the probability (on the left side of the panel) or on the number 


of correct tips (on the right side).
Removing lines depending on the number of correct tips seems to be a nonsense at first glance because the 
user does not know the results before the matches are played. Still there may be situations where the user 
wants to remove lines testing them with theoretical results.


●  ‘Tips’: Remove lines depending on the tips for the matches.
●  ‘Duplicates’: Remove lines depending on the ‘equals’ of the lines.


On the left the distribution of the »equals« of the current tips are shown, including all matches. If conditions 
for duplicates are enabled, the »equals« of only those matches that should have no duplicate tips are 
displayed on the right.
Take a look at the chapter Calculate to learn what »equals« are.


●  ‘1, X and 2’: Remove lines depending on the number of tips per line
This panel shows the number of tips 1, X and 2 in each line. If conditions for 1, X and 2 are used, the 
minimum and maximum values are marked with lines and the values outside this range are displayed in red.
As soon as all results are entered, the number of tips 1, X and 2 in the results is displayed using a thick green
line.


●  ‘Favourites’: In the same manner this panel shows the number of favourite, neutral and outsider tips in 
each line.
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●  ‘Filter’: Remove lines depending on their compliance with the filter conditions.


Removed lines are not lost: They can be displayed in the main window using the View-command ‘Complete 
Distribution’ and they can be returned at any time.


Bearing in mind the definition of an optimal distribution of tips used by the calculation decimation leads to a 
suboptimal distribution.
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Charts


- Charts (Shift+Ctrl+D)
displays statistic information of the calculated tips.


It uses the tips of the current distribution shown in the main window. If you need information about the number 
of tips according to the current values in the options and in the input-window, i.e. the number of tips that will be 
used in the next calculation, then please use the ‘Statistics’.


Probabilities:


This panel shows the probability of the lines and of the number of correct tips.


Tips:


This panel shows the number of tips for the matches.


Conditions for Duplicates:


On the left the distribution of the »equals« of the current tips are shown, including all matches. If conditions for 
duplicates are enabled, the »equals« of only those matches that should have no duplicate tips are displayed on the
right.


Take a look at the chapter Calculate to learn what »equals« are.


Conditions for 1, X and 2:


This panel shows the number of tips 1, X and 2 in each line. If conditions for 1, X and 2 are used, the minimum 
and maximum values are marked with lines and the values outside this range are displayed in red.


As soon as all results are entered, the number of tips 1, X and 2 in the results is displayed using a thick green 
line.


Conditions for Favourites:


In the same manner this panel shows the number of favourite, neutral and outsider tips in each line.


Filter:


This panel shows the compliance with the filter conditions.
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Potential


- Potential (Shift+Ctrl+G)
searches for the amount of correct tips for each possible result. It uses the tips of the current distribution shown 
in the main window.


The application checks for each possible result how many correct tips the current distribution will have with this 
result. The best value for every result is counted. The amount of correct tips shows the potential of the current 
distribution: The highest value indicates the highest possible correct tips, this is the optimistic scenario. The 
lowest value indicates the worst case for the correct tips, this is the pessimistic scenario - at least this amount of 
correct tips is guaranteed.


On the left side of the window the results that are used for the search can be determined.


»Check if the results comply to these conditions:« If conditions   or filter   are used, then the user can specify that 
there is a check for each possible result whether this result complies to the conditions. This check will allow to 
show the amount of correct tips with or without the results not complying. Normally this option should be 
checked; it should only be unchecked if the search needs to much time otherwise. If »Pooling  « was used for the 
distribution then no check is possible if results comply to conditions.
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On the right side are shown: The amount of correct tips, the percentage of results that lead to the different 
amount of correct results, the correct tips from the best case result (‘+’) and from the worst case result (‘-‘).


»Include removed lines«: If lines were removed with the help of Decimation  , a checkbox lets the user specify if 
the amount of correct tips for all lines or for the current distribution only shall be shown.


»Include results not complying to conditions«: If conditions   or filter   are used and »Check if the results comply to
these conditions:« was checked on the left side, a checkbox lets the user specify whether results that do not 
comply to the conditions shall be included in the amount of correct tips.


»Search«: This button starts the search for the amount of correct tips. It is only enabled if the action will take a 
long time.


»-> Log«: This button writes the content of the potential window into to log, with all combinations of inclusion 
and exclusion of removed lines and of results not complying to conditions.


With the buttons »ok« and »apply« at the bottom the content of the window can be saved. The button »default« 
sets all results to be used for the search except those that have no tips and those that are not possible any more 
because the result is already known.


Example:


The screenshot above shows the window for the example file from the help menu. In this example all results are 
used. Therefore there are twelve matches with three results each, this means 531,441 possible results (3 to the 
power of 12). No conditions are used, so the options to check whether the results comply to the conditions are 
disabled.


Amount of correct tips: In the example above 10 results will bring 12 correct tips. This is not surprising since all 
possible results are used and the example has ten lines, so there are ten results out of the 531,441 possible results 
that result in 12 correct tips. 240 results will bring 11 correct tips and so on. There is one result that will bring 
only 3 correct tips, this is the worst case.


The percentage of the 10 best case results out of 531,441 possible results means 10/531,441 or 0,002%. 240 
results will bring 11 correct tips. Together with the 10 results with 12 correct tips the percentage for at least 11 
correct tips is 250/531,441 or 0,047%. The chance to have at least 3 correct tips is 100,00 %, this is the worst 
case.


The best case result brings 1 line with 12 correct tips and - less interesting - 2 lines with 5 correct tips and 7 lines
with 4 correct tips. The worst case result brings 10 lines with only 3 correct tips each.
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Another Example:


This example uses conditions   for probabilities, and two lines out of ten were removed with the help of 
Decimation  .


This is another example with twelve matches but for the first two matches only one tip is used (let us assume that
the results for them are already known). Therefore there are 59,049 possible results (3 to the power of 10).


Amount of correct tips: The amount of correct tips for only 12,658 possible results are shown. The reason is that 
the distribution has used conditions   for probabilities and that those possible results that do not comply with the 
conditions are not included. If »Include results not complying to conditions« were checked all 12,658 results 
would have been used for the amount of correct tips.


The best case result (‘+’) and the worst case result (‘-‘) have only eight results. The reason is that two lines were 
removed and therefore the distribution has only eight lines. If »Include removed lines« were checked then all ten 
lines of the distribution would have been used.
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View


The »View« menu offers commands for the display of the tickets on the screen.


Tips:


The first group of commands selects the representation of the tips: 1-X-2 (resp. 1-0-2 ) or favourite-neutral-
outsider, normal or coloured. The default representation and the colours can be set with Preferences > More 
Options > View.


-    Display 1X2 - normal
show tips as 1, X and 2 (Alt+Ctrl+1).


-    Display 1X2 - coloured
show tips as 1, X and 2 with colours (Alt+Ctrl+2).


-    Display Favourites - normal
show tips as favourites, neutrals and outsider (Alt+Ctrl+3).


-    Display Favourites - coloured
show tips as favourites, neutrals and outsider with colours (Alt+Ctrl+4).


Decimated or full distribution:


The second group of commands decides whether the decimated or the complete distribution is shown.


-    Current Distribution
shows the current distribution, without any removed lines (Alt+Ctrl+5).


-    Complete Distribution
shows the complete distribution, with the removed lines (Alt+Ctrl+6).


Tickets:


If the distribution of tips needs more than one ticket, the third group of commands selects the displayed ticket. 


 : Next Ticket
displays the next ticket (PgDn, Ctrl+’+’, ‘+’).


 : Previous Ticket
displays the previous ticket (PgUp, Ctrl+’-’, ‘-’).


 : Last Ticket
displays the last ticket (Ctrl+PgDn, End, Alt+Ctrl+’+’).


 : First Ticket
displays the first ticket (Ctrl+PgUp, Home, Alt+Ctrl+’-’).


Lines:


The fourth group highlights one line after the other to make it easier to fill in the tickets.


 : Next Line
highlights the next line (Space, right arrow key, down array key, Ctrl+Full Stop, Full Stop).


 : Previous Line
highlights the previous line (Ctrl+Space [Haiku: Shift+Space], left arrow key, up arrow key, Ctrl+Comma, 
Comma).


-    Stop Highlighting
stops highlighting the lines (Ctrl+Delete, Delete, Esc).
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Print Tickets - Format Editor


TotoCalculator 2 uses format files to be able to handle the different formats of all the tickets around the world. A 
format file contains all information TotoCalculator 2 needs for printing a ticket.


1. Get a format file for your country on www.totocalculator.com or create your own format file with the help of 
the Format Editor.


2. Select the format file used to print tickets with the menu command ‘Ticket’ > ‘Select Format...’


3. Print the tickets with the menu command ‘Ticket’ > ‘Print Tickets...’


Important note:


Printing anything that doesn’t have the standard format of DIN A4 is a problem, and tickets never have that 
format. Nevertheless TotoCalculator 2 tries to make direct printing of tickets available and offers as much 
flexibility as possible to let you find the right setting to handle that task.


Be aware that it will take you some time to find the suitable specifications for the format file and the best way to 
insert the ticket into the printer - and that there is a chance that printing of tickets will never work on your 
printer.


Before you try to print real tickets you should definitely use papers with DIN A4 first until you are really 
sure
● that the format file corresponds to the ticket format, and
● that you can insert the ticket into the printer exactly where the printer will print, since your printer 


may be soiled if it prints beside the ticket.


Ticket:


 : Print Tickets...
prints the tickets using the current format (Ctrl+G). You need to select a format file to be able to use this 
command. As soon as a format file was selected its name is shown in brackets, e.g.:
»Print Tickets (Austrian Toto)«


-    Select Format...
lets you select the format file used to print tickets (Ctrl+F). Format files can be created or changed with the 
format editor that is part of TotoCalculator 2.


-    Format Editor
starts the Format Editor (Ctrl+E).
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Format Editor


The Format Editor creates or changes the format files that contain all information TotoCalculator 2 needs for 
printing a ticket.


File:


The »File« menu contains the usual commands for the handling of the documents and commands to print all ‘X’s
of the ticket to test their places. The format files have the standard extension ».tmx«.


 : New
creates a new document (Ctrl+N). A new document gets default values that correspond with the tickets used by 
the Austrian Toto.


 : Open...
opens an existing document (Ctrl+O, Ctrl+F12)


-    Close
prompts you to save changes and closes the active document, without quitting the Format Editor (Windows: 
Ctrl+F4, Linux and BSD: F4)


 : Save
saves the active document using the same filename (Ctrl+S, Shift+F12)


-    Save As...
saves the active document to a specified file name (Ctrl+U, F12)
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 : Testprint...
prints all ‘X’s of the document (Ctrl+P). Use this command to test if the ‘X’s are printed on their correct places 
on the ticket.


 : Testprint Print Preview
displays the document on the screen as it would appear with the test print (Ctrl+H)


 : Exit
prompts you to save changes and quits the Format Editor (Alt+F4)


-    Recent Files
Use the numbers and filenames listed on the menu to open last documents you closed.


Edit:


Spaces and sizes are specified in millimetres. The current values and the positions of all the ‘X’s are displayed in
the window of the Format Editor. The proportions of this presentation should be correct, whereas the distances 
between the ‘X’s on the screen will not correspond with the specified values but depend on the setting of the 
screen.


The »Edit« menu contains all the commands necessary to change the specifications of the format file. 


The other way to change the values is a click with the mouse on the window. A click with the right mouse button 
decreases the value, a click with the left mouse button increases it.


Undo and Redo:


The names of these commands change, depending on what the last actions were. The commands are unavailable 
if there is no editing or undo action done.


 : Undo
Undoes the last action (Ctrl+Z). Use this command to reverse the last editing action.


 : Redo
Redoes the previously undone action (Ctrl+Y). Use this command to reverse the last undo action.


Printer Settings:


The commands of this group will not change the presentation of the ticket in the window but effect the printing 
nonetheless.


 : Insert Direction
Specify with which side the ticket is inserted into the printer (Ctrl+V).


 : Justification
Specify if the ticket is inserted on the left, middle or right of the printer (Ctrl+F).


 : Output Ratio
Specify the output ratio (Ctrl+A). The output ratio adapts all space values specified by the ticket format. A value 
of 100.0% changes nothing, a higher value will increase all spaces, a lower one will decrease them. This ratio 
shall correct a disproportion between the specifications and the actual output.


Ticket Settings:


The commands of this group change the number and order of the tips on the ticket.


 : Matches
Specify the maximum number of matches that can be printed on a ticket (Ctrl+G).


 : Lines
Specify the maximum number of lines that can be printed on a ticket (Ctrl+L).


 : Tips Order
Specify how the tips are arranged on the ticket (Ctrl+E). The tips 1, X (0) and 2 are represented with the different
colours of the ‘X’.
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Size and Spaces:


The commands of this group change the size of an ‘X’ and the positions of them.


 : Size of ‘X’
Specify the size of the ‘X’ (Ctrl+X). The size is measured from one edge to the next edge horizontally and 
vertically, i.e. not diagonally.


 : Space between ‘X’s
Specify the space from the centre of an ‘X’ to the centre of the next ‘X’ within a line (Ctrl+B).


 : Spaces to Sides
Specify the spaces between the sides of the ticket and the centre of the next tip (Ctrl+D). You may need to use 
other values than your ticket actually has to get your printer using the correct positions.


 : Spaces between Matches
Specify the spaces between the matches (Ctrl+T). The space is measured from the centres of the ‘X’.


 : Spaces between Lines
Specify the spaces between the lines (Ctrl+I). The space is measured from the centres of the neighbouring ‘X’.


Extra Marks:


Besides the ‘X’s for the tips tickets often need more marks to be completed, for example for the number of 
weeks, for extra games like ‘Joker’, ‘Spiel 77’ or ‘Super 6’ and so forth. The Format Editor lets you specify the 
places and the size of these extra marks and their default values. Before printing to tickets with the command 
‘Ticket’ > ‘Print Tickets’ TotoCalculator 2 will ask you which of the extra marks shall be printed.


Please see the chapter »Extra Marks« for more information.


 : Edit Extra Marks
Edit additional marks on the ticket (Shift+U).


 : Default Extra Marks
Specify the default values for the extra marks (Ctrl+K).


Ticket Numbers:


 : Ticket Numbers
Edit printout of numbering of the tickets (Ctrl+J). 


If you print a lot of tickets it may be helpful to print the number of each ticket onto it. Please see the chapter 
»Ticket Numbers« for more information. 


Help


The menu command »Help« or the short cut »F1« opens the Online Help with the chapter »Print Tickets - 
Format Editor«.
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Extra Marks


Besides the ‘X’s for the tips tickets often need more marks to be completed, for example for the number of 
weeks, for extra games like ‘Joker’, ‘Spiel 77’ or ‘Super 6’ and so forth. Here is a ticket for the German toto:


There are two groups of extra marks on this ticket:
●  ‘Spiel 77’ with the options ‘ja’ (= ‘yes’) and ‘nein’ (= ‘no’), and
●  ‘Super 6’ again with the options ‘ja’ and ‘nein’.


The Format Editor lets you specify the places and the size of these extra marks and their default values. 
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 : Edit Extra Marks
This command opens a window for editing additional marks on the ticket (Shift+U).


A) Group of extra marks:


Extra marks that belong together - just like the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ mark for ‘Spiel 77’ on the ticket above - are pooled 
in groups. Every group consists of information on itself (its name and one option) and of one or more extra 
marks.


The commands in the upper part of the window manage the groups:
●  Group: Choose from the list the group of extra marks you want to edit.
●  ‘++’: Create a new group of extra marks.
●  ‘--’: Delete the current group of extra marks.
●  ‘<<‘: Move the current group of extra marks up the list.
●  ‘>>‘: Move the current group of extra marks down the list.


B) The next fields let you specify the values of the current group:
●  Name of the group: for example ‘Spiel 77’.
●  ‘Only one extra mark of the group can be chosen’: With this option checked you cannot print more than 


one extra mark of this group. If you try to choose a second one the other extra mark will become unmarked. 
In the example of ‘Spiel 77’ it is not useful to print ‘yes’ and ‘no’ at the same time, so this option should be 
checked.


C) Extra marks:


The next commands manage the extra marks of the current group. If you want to manage extra marks of another 
group you have to choose the other group in the ‘Group’-list.
●  Extra Mark: Choose from the list the extra mark you want to edit.
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●  ‘+’: Create a new extra mark.
●  ‘-’: Delete the current extra mark.
●  ‘<‘: Move the current extra mark up the list.
●  ‘>‘: Move the current extra mark down the list.


D) The last fields let you specify the values of the current extra mark:
● Name: for example ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
● Space to Top: space to the top of the ticket in millimetre,
● Space to Left: space to the left of the ticket in millimetre,
● Size of ‘X’: the size of the ‘X’ in millimetre.


 : Default Extra Marks
Specify the default values for the extra marks (Ctrl+K).


The command ‘Default Extra Marks’ lets you specify which extra marks shall be printed and which not. These 
values are only the default values, you get the chance to change them before the tickets are printed. In this 
example the user has chosen that ‘ja’ is the default value:


Printing extra marks:


Before printing to tickets with the command ‘Ticket’ > ‘Print Tickets’ TotoCalculator 2 will ask you which of the
extra marks shall be printed:


In this example five tickets are to be printed. If the user is content with the default values then he simply can 
approve them with an ‘ok’, but he also can change the values for all tickets at once or specify different values for
each of the tickets.
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Ticket Numbers 


If you print a lot of tickets it may be helpful to print the number of each ticket onto it. The command ‘Edit’ > 
‘Ticket Numbers’ in the Format Editors lets you specify if the numbers of tickets shall be printed and where the 
numbers will be positioned on the ticket. Take care to find a place on the ticket where the numbers will not affect
the machines reading them.


With the format ‘123/456’ the number of the tickets and the amount of all tickets will be printed (for example 
with ten tickets: ‘1/10, 2/10, ..., 10/10’), with the format ‘123’ only the number of the tickets will be printed (e.g.:
‘1’, ‘2’, ..., ‘10’).
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Preferences


In the »Preferences« menu the permanent settings of the application are set. The values that are specified with 
these commands are saved in the registry (Windows) resp. the config file (Linux and BSD).


Language


lets you select the language that the application shall use. You have to restart the application to apply the selected
language.


Language of Online Help


lets you select the language that the online help shall use. This menu command is only available if the 
application found no online help in the current language. You have to restart the application to apply the selected 
language if you have already used the online help.


Default Options


specifies the settings used for new documents and as default values. Please see the chapter about the options for 
the meaning of the values.
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Default Conditions


specifies the conditions used for new documents and as default values. Please see the chapter about the 
conditions for the meaning of the values.


Default Pooling Options


specifies the settings for fixed and pooled matches used for new documents and as default values. Please see the 
chapter Pooling for more information.


Default PDF Options


specifies the default options for PDF files. The options are described in the chapter ‘PDF File Format‘.


More Options


specifies the behaviour of the application. The options are described in the chapter More Options.
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PDF File Format 


The command ‘Default PDF Options’ opens a dialog box where you can specify the format of PDF files. This 
settings are used if a document is exported to a PDF file with the command ‘File’ > ‘Create a PDF document...’ 
and the file type ‘PDF File - Default Settings’ is chosen.


If the user exports to a PDF file and uses the file type ‘PDF File’, a similar dialog opens to give the user the 
opportunity to specify the format of this next PDF File.


Page Size and Font Size


The options for the page size contain small sizes (e.g. DIN A5) too. If there is not enough place to export the 
distribution of tips then the PDF file will not be created. If there is not enough place for the other contents then 
the document is created but data are shortened. In both cases the user will get a message.


Margins
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Unsupported Characters 


If a document contains non-standard characters, e.g. Cyrillic letters in the Russian version, then additional fonts 
are used and embedded in the PDF document.


These fonts are saved in the folder ‘fonts’ where you find ‘regularfont.otf’ (originally ‘linlibertine_re.otf’) for the
normal characters and ‘boldfont.otf’ (originally ‘linlibertine_bd.otf’) for the bold ones, both from the Libertine 
Open Fonts Project. If you want you can replace this fonts with your own ones, you only have to name them 
‘regularfont.otf’ and ‘boldfont.otf’.


Option ‘If possible, change unsupported characters to similar ones’:


Although these additional fonts cover a broad range of characters, there still remain unsupported ones, e.g. for 
Chinese or for Japanese. With this option checked the program tries to use a similar character instead the 
unsupported one. The file ‘bestfit.txt’ in the folder ‘fonts’ contains a list of characters with their possible 
substitutions (both in UNICODE). A character being listed here does not mean that it is not supported by the 
additional fonts that come with TotoCalculator 2 (but as mentioned above: you can replace these fonts). If you 
want you can edit the file ‘bestfit.txt’, too.


Option ‘If possible, use English instead of replacing a character’:


The second fallback for unsupported characters is the use of the English text. This is possible for all messages 
that are used by the application itself but of course not for text that was entered in the input window.


‘Replacement for unsupported characters’:


If both fallbacks do not help with unsupported characters it will replaced with the character chosen with this 
option. The default replacement is a question mark.
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Security


If you specify that a password is necessary to open the document then you will be prompted to enter a password 
each time you create a PDF document. The file type ‘PDF File - Default Settings’ is not available in this case; 
there is nothing like a default password. 


It seems that some PDF-readers have problems to understand passwords with special characters (like the German
Umlauts) even if the PDF document is created with Adobe. I suggest therefore to avoid special characters. 


Description
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Headers and Footers


The headers of the PDF document contain links to the homepage www.totocalculator.com which will be opened 
in a browser if the reader clicks on them. If you do not like this you can remove the headers here.


Contents


The option ‘Charts: Filter’ is disabled if the document contains no filters.
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More Options


The command ‘More Options’ opens a dialog box where the behaviour of the application can be specified. These
options are of minor importance. Most of the options are only applied after the application is restarted.


General Settings


● Show bitmaps in menus
If this option is checked bitmaps are used in the menus. It may be useful to uncheck it if the bitmaps are the 
cause for an incorrect (e.g. too little) display of the menus.


● Show a message with information about the restrictions of the demo version
The application shows a message with information about the restrictions of the demo version (also called a 
‘nag window’) at the start. This option is only available in unregistered versions.


● Comma instead of Decimal Point
Check this option if the input window shall display a comma instead of a decimal point.
Regardless whether this option is checked you can still use a point or a comma as decimal sign in the input 
window, yet the application will adjust your entry as soon as possible.
Using a comma or a point as decimal sign can be crucial if you want to copy the content of the input 
window and paste it to another application (such as a spread sheet application) that expects a certain form.


● Export to text files: Always sort by 1-X-2.
If this option is checked the lines in the saved text file are always sorted by 1, X and 2, otherwise the current
sorting is used for the text file.


● Allow to open more than one document at the same time and to edit plain text files
With this option checked the application can open more than one document at the same time and 
furthermore edit plain text files with the extension ».txt«. It is not possible to calculate more than one 
distribution of tips at the same time.


● Conditions: Specify the number of matches and the probabilities instead of the range
Normally sliders are used in the Conditions Window to specify the range for the maximal and minimal 
numbers of tips. With this option checked the sliders are replaced by controls where the number of tips has 
to be specified directly.


● Conditions and Filter: Show compliance immediately (not only after calculation)
With this option checked changes in the conditions and filter window have their effect in the main window, 
in the charts and in the decimat  e  -window immediately, otherwise the changes will be shown only after the 
calculation.


● Enable registration of a registered version.
With this option checked the menu command ‘Enter Registration Code’ in the Menu Help will be available 
even for already registered versions.
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Calculation Settings


● Reset the random generator to the same value whenever the calculation is started
With this mode the random generator is reset to the same value whenever the calculation is started. This 
leads to exactly identical distributions of tips if all specifications are identical. Because this is not what is 
wanted normally, this mode is meant for testing purpose only.


● Show no progress in the Calculate Window from the beginning
With this mode the Calculate Window shows no progress from the beginning. You have to use the »Thaw«-
command to see the progress again and to be able to use the other commands. Again this mode is meant for 
testing purpose only.


● Pooled Matches: Calculation without time limit.
If pooling is used the positions of the empty tips are calculated in the first step. Depending on the amount of 
lines and the performance of the computer the duration of this first step is limited by a count down. With this
mode there is no time limit for this first step.


If any of these calculation settings is checked then ‘Test mode’ is displayed in the Calculate Window with a short
explanation (‘random generator’, ‘progress display’ and ‘time limit’).
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View


● Default representation of the tips in the main window
specifies how the tips are displayed in the main window. 1-X-2 (resp. 1-0-2 ) or favourite-neutral-outsider, 
normal or coloured. The representation for the current document can be changed with the »View« menu, but 
will be reset to the default value for every new document.


● Colours
specifies which colours are used for the coloured representation of the tips in the main window. There are 
two styles for selection (‘Summer’ and ‘Autumn’), each style has slightly different colours for tips with 
unknown result, for correct tips and for false tips.


Display


Here the contents of the main page can be determined.
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Wanted: Translators


It would be great if TotoCalculator 2 ran in as many languages as possible. If you like the application and if you 
have some spare time then please consider to translate TotoCalculator 2 into your language.


TotoCalculator 2 uses the gettext system with po- and mo-files, below you find the explanation on how it works. 
There are two ways how you can handle these files:
● Edit tmt.po with a text editor:


If you are not afraid of using a plain text editor and a batch file then download all necessary files and 
information from www.totocalculator.com at ´Wanted: Translators´. Even in this case you may want to 
download TotoCalculator 2 for Translators because that version makes testing easier. 


● Use TotoCalculator 2 for Translators:
This version contains additional features for the translation of TotoCalculator 2 itself. Please take a look at 
TotoCalculator for Translators.
Although this version hides the details of the gettext system you should read the information below to 
understand how translation works.


More information about the gettext system:


Translation is done with po- and mo-files:


A po-file is a plain text file. You can edit it with every simple text editor, or you can use the program Poedit 
which can be downloaded from www.poedit.net and which is included in TotoCalculator 2 for Translators.


There is no use to change the English original in the po-file because these messages must be exactly the same as 
in the source code of the program itself.  So if you find an error in the English messages please tell me so that I 
can correct the program and the translation files.


The po-files must be compiled (to files with the ending *.mo) before they can be integrated into TotoCalculator.


Every translation of the application is saved in a subfolder. The name of the subfolder follows the two-letter ISO 
639-1 language codes (see  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes). Example: 'cs' is 'Czech', 'hu' 
is 'Hungarian' and 'es' is 'Spanish'. TotoCalculator checks for the presence of language-subfolders with every start
and automatically adds all found translations to the language dialog, but only if both wxstd.mo and tmt.mo are 
present in the subfolder.


Let me shortly explain the gettext system. Here is an example of a translation to German:


1. Meaning of "#:", "# ", "msgid" and "msgstr"


msgid "&Help"
msgstr "&Hilfe"


What do these two lines mean?


msgid "&Help"
is the original string in the program. The '&' indicates the shortcut that the user sees with the alt-key.


msgstr "&Hilfe"
is the translated string. In the French version:
msgstr "&Aide"


If you want to add a remark (comment) you can use #, e.g.


#  This translation is really good.
msgid "&Help"
msgstr "&Hilfe"


2. some examples


Since computers are stupid, there will be strings where the '&' is the only difference, e.g. in these two examples:


msgid "Extra Tries"
msgstr "Extraversuche"


msgid "E&xtra Tries"
msgstr "E&xtraversuche"


Here is another example:
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#, c-format
msgid "Ticket No. %d of %d (Line %d to %d of %d)"
msgstr "Totoschein %d von %d (Kolonne %d bis %d von %d)"


The line "#, c-format" is used if message contains one or more placeholders that are replaced by the application 
during runtime. In this example the first "%d" will be replaced by the current number of the ticket. As you can 
see in this example the placeholders are not translated but are the same in every language.


3. long messages


For better reading of the po-file long messages can be put into more than one line using an apostrophe at the end 
and another at the start of the lines, for example:


msgid ""
"Check this option if the Input-Window shall display a comma instead of a "
"decimal point."
msgstr ""
"Geben Sie hier an, ob im Eingabe-Fenster ein Komma statt eines "
"Dezimalpunktes verwendet werden soll."


The following msgstr will produce the same result:
msgstr "Geben Sie hier an, ob im Eingabe-Fenster ein Komma statt eines Dezimalpunktes verwendet werden 
soll."


4. special case: changing the sequence of placeholders


Since the translation will replace the English version during runtime, the translation has to have exactly the same
number of place holders (in this example: '%d'), but there is no need that the translation uses the same sequence, 
because the gettext systems offers the opportunity to change them in the translation. For this the dollar character 
$ has to be used as in this example:


For example (there is not really a reason to change the sequence in this example, but I have no better one at this 
moment):


#, c-format
msgid "There are %d persons in the bus to %s."
msgstr "Im Bus nach %2$s sind %1$d Personen."


So if there is a need to change the sequence of the placeholders, do not hesitate to change it (but add a comment 
that the sequence has changed, please).
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TotoCalculator 2 for Translators


TotoCalculator 2 for Translators is a special version of TotoCalculator 2 that integrates Poedit (www.poedit.net) 
and contains additional features for the translation of TotoCalculator 2 itself.


Save TotoCalculator 2 for Translators to a place where you have write access if you want to be able to use all 
features. The additional menu ´Translation´ contains these items:


 : Run Poedit
starts the integrated version of Poedit. This is an almost unchanged version of Poedit.


 : Translate TotoCalculator
lets you translate the program into another language. ´Translate TotoCalculator´ opens an adapted version of 
Poedit with this additional features:
● Most important: Translations in any po-file opened with ´Translate TotoCalculator´ are immediately 


used in TotoCalculator 2:
Menus are updated with the command ´Check translations and update windows´ (Ctrl+R) so there is no need
to close the window or the whole application to apply the new translation. Dialogs and message boxes use 
the new translation after being reopened. Translations that contain strings like %s or %d are not used before 
they are checked, and fuzzy or bad tokens are not used at all.


● Create a new language...
makes a new directory for the selected languages, copies the untranslated tmt.po and wxstd.po to it, copies 
translations that are already available from wxWidgets and Poedit, compiles the po-files to mo-files, and 
opens the newly created tmt.po-file.


● Just like in Poedit the recently used po-files are listed at the end of the file menu but the languages ready for 
translation can also be opened via ´Open ...´ on top of the file menu.


● The items keep their order of the po-file, and so the messages of tmt.po are grouped by there appearance in 
the program - mostly in the various windows.


● Edit > ‘Go to next unfinished item´, ´Go to previous unfinished item´, ´Go to next bad item´, and ´Go to
previous bad item´:
changes the focus to the next or previous unfinished item resp. next or previous item with a bad translation. 
A bad translation (or: bad token) is a translation which has a different amount or order of strings like %s or 
%d.


● Catalog > ´Include translations of another po-file´:
copies translations from the selected po-files.


● Catalog > ´Merge with older translation´:
copies translations from the selected po-files using ´msgmerge´. Translated strings in the selected files that 
are not used in the current po-file are added as ´obsolete´.


● Catalog > ´Check translations´:
checks the translations that contains strings like %s or %d.


● Catalog > ´Check translations and update windows´ (Ctrl+R):
checks the translations that contains strings like %s or %d and updates the menu of opened windows of 
TotoCalculator 2.


● Catalog > ´Purge deleted translations´:
removes obsolete translations (those marked as ´#~´).


To make testing of translations easier
● the menu ´Translation´ contains some commands like ´Test start of the application (4)´ that show some 


windows that are difficult to test. The number in the menu item shows the number of windows. These 
windows do nothing, so it does not matter if you choose yes or no or cancel or whatever,


● the commands ´Language of Online Help´ in the ´Preferences´ menu and ´Dedication´ and ´Enter 
Registration Code´ in the ´Help´ menu are always available, even if they are not needed,


● the example file in the ´Help´ menu uses conditions and filter.


Poedit compiles the mo-file automatically every time the po-file is saved (this can be changed in the Preferences)
so the new translations can be used the next time the application starts.


Do not forget to save the po-file from time to time to be on the save side, and please send your translation to 
service@totocalculator.com so it can be made available to other users.
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Help


Help


The menu command »Help« or the short cut »F1« opens the Online Help (that you are currently reading).


Example


opens an exemplary file.


Log


The Log displays the most important steps since the start of the application. The log window has a menu 
allowing the user to clear the log, close it completely or save all messages to file. This is the only window in the 
application from where you cannot open the Online Help directly.


Enter Registration Code


After having paid the registration fee, you will get a registration code which unlocks the evaluation version of 
»TotoCalculator 2«. The menu command »Enter Registration Code« in the help menu opens a dialog box where 
you can enter the registration code. Take care to enter the registration code exactly.


If you have any trouble in the registration process, please contact the author at service@totocalculator.com


Please notice that you must not use a registration code without having paid the registration fee.


This menu command is not available if you have already entered a correct registration code. This can be changed
with the option ‘Enable registration of a registered version.’ in More Options: With this option checked this 
menu command will be available even for already registered versions.


About


The command »Info« displays information on the Version of TotoCalculator 2 and copyright issues.
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Licence


If you want to use »TotoCalculator 2« without restriction you must buy a licence. Please see the web site at: 
www.totocalculator.com for information on how to register. After having paid the registration fee, you will get a 
registration code that can be entered with the help of the menu command »Enter Registration Code« in the help 
menu.


Licence and Disclaimer


This Software is sold »as is« and without any warranty as to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or
any other warranties either expressed or implied. The author will not be liable for data loss, damages, loss of 
profits or any other kind of loss while using or misusing this software.


This Software may be used by a single person who uses the software personally on one or more computers. You 
may access this Software through a network, provided that you have obtained individual licences for the 
software covering all workstations that will access the software through the network.


Credits


French version:


TotoCalculator 2 was translated to French by Stéphane Carreau, the author of Champfoot. Champfoot is a 
software to manage soccer leagues. You can manage an unlimited number of leagues and view a lot of tables and
statistics. For the latest information on Champfoot, please visit the Web site www.champfoot.com.


Colok (www.colok-traductions.com) has translated many of the new features of version 2.12 to French. Many 
thanks!


Italian version:


TotoCalculator 2 was translated to Italian by my friend Ferdinando Fiandaca from Bari.


Dutch version:


Sven de Jong has translated TotoCalculator 2 to Dutch. Many thanks!


Portuguese version:


Nuno Laginha (www.nunolaginha.com) has translated TotoCalculator 2 to Portuguese. Many thanks!


Russian version:


Mikhail Nenashev from Barnaul (Russia) has translated TotoCalculator 2 to Russian. Many thanks!


Swedish version:


Marcus Länje has translated TotoCalculator 2 to Swedish. Many thanks!
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Hungarian version:


Tóth Gábor has translated TotoCalculator 2 to Hungarian. Many thanks!


Tools and Libraries


Windows, Mac OS and Haiku:


This Software uses the libraries wxWidgets (www.wxWidgets.org) and wxPdfDocument (https://utelle.github.io/
wxpdfdoc). These libraries and their use are covered by the wxWindows Library Licence, Version 3; see 
wxWindows Licence. The Windows version of TotoCalculator 2 takes advantage of the exception notice of the 
wxWindows Library Licence and does not comply with the requirements specified in Subsection 6a to 6d of the 
LGPL.


Linux, BSD and Solaris:


This Software uses the Libraries wxWidgets (www.wxWidgets.org), covered by the wxWindows Library 
Licence, Version 3 (see wxWindows Licence), and GTK+ and Glib (www.gtk.org), covered by the Gnu Library 
General Public License, Version 2; see LGPL.


Linux Libertine:


For the creation of pdf files this Software uses Linux Libertine fonts from the Libertine Open Fonts Project 
(www.linuxlibertine.org), licensed under GPL with font exception and under the Open Fonts License, see Open 
Font licence.
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Demo Version


»TotoCalculator 2« is available as a free demo version too. The unregistered version may be used without licence
and without a time limit, but is restricted:


Only the first 10 lines of the distribution of tips are displayed. Although the other tips are calculated correctly, 
they are always set to ‘2’. So using the demo version for a distribution with more than 10 lines will have these 
effects:
● The main window displays only the first ten lines correctly. The first lines are defined when sorted by 1, X 


and 2.
● For displaying the other lines and for counting their correct tips the value 2 is used.
● By saving and opening the document the true tips in the other lines are lost; the tips are labelled as »not up-


to-date«.


Please pay attention to the fact that using TotoCalculator 2, for example, ten times for distributions with ten lines
each is not the same as calculating one distribution of tips with 100 lines: Since TotoCalculator 2 compares each 
line with all other lines in the same distribution to find the optimal result but not with lines in any other 
distribution, you will get a result that is not adequate to the capabilities of TotoCalculator 2.


If you want to use »TotoCalculator 2« without restriction you must buy a licence. Please see the web site at: 
www.totocalculator.com for information on how to register. After having paid the registration fee, you will get a 
registration code that can be entered with the help of the menu command »Enter Registration Code« in the help 
menu.
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wxWindows Library Licence for the use of wxWidgets


wxWindows Library Licence, Version 3
====================================


Copyright (c) 1998 Julian Smart, Robert Roebling et al


Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this licence document, but changing it is not 
allowed.


WXWINDOWS LIBRARY LICENCE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library 
General Public Licence as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the Licence, or (at 
your option) any later version.


This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even 
the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
Library General Public Licence for more details.


You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public Licence along with this software, usually 
in a file named COPYING.LIB.  If not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 
330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.


EXCEPTION NOTICE


1. As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give permission for additional uses of the text 
contained in this release of the library as licenced under the wxWindows Library Licence, applying either 
version 3 of the Licence, or (at your option) any later version of the Licence as published by the copyright 
holders of version 3 of the Licence document.


2. The exception is that you may use, copy, link, modify and distribute under the user’s own terms, binary 
object code versions of works based on the Library.


3. If you copy code from files distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public Licence or the GNU 
Library General Public Licence into a copy of this library, as this licence permits, the exception does not apply to
the code that you add in this way.  To avoid misleading anyone as to the status of such modified files, you must 
delete this exception notice from such code and/or adjust the licensing conditions notice accordingly.


4. If you write modifications of your own for this library, it is your choice whether to permit this exception to 
apply to your modifications. If you do not wish that, you must delete the exception notice from such code and/
or adjust the licensing conditions notice accordingly.
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LGPL for the use of GTK+ and Glib


GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE


==================================


Version 2, June 1991


Copyright (C) 1991
Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA


Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not 
allowed.


[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the 
ordinary GPL.]


Preamble


The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the
GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to 
make sure the software is free for all its users.


This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software 
Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for your 
libraries, too.


When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our General Public Licenses are 
designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this 
service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software 
or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.


To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to
surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the
library, or if you modify it.


For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all 
the rights that we gave you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  If you link 
a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it.  And you must show them these terms 
so they know their rights.


Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license 
which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.


Also, for each distributor’s protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no 
warranty for this free library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients 
to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not 
reflect on the original authors’ reputations.


Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that 
companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the 
program into proprietary software.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for 
everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.


Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which 
was designed for utility programs.  This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain 
designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don’t 
assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.


The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually 
make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, 
without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility 
program or application program.  However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined 
work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.
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Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively 
promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We concluded that weaker 
conditions might promote sharing better.


However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit 
from the free status of the libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to permit 
developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such 
programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve this as 
regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the 
Library.)  The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.


The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.  Pay close attention to the 
difference between a »work based on the library« and a »work that uses the library«.  The former contains code
derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.


Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this 
special one.


GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION


0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright 
holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public 
License (also called »this License«).  Each licensee is addressed as »you«.


A »library« means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with 
application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.


The »Library«, below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these 
terms.  A »work based on the Library« means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: 
that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or 
translated straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in 
the term »modification«.)


»Source code« for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it.  For a library, 
complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface 
definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.


Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its
scope.  The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is 
covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a 
tool for writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the 
Library does.


1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any 
medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright 
notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.


You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty 
protection in exchange for a fee.


2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the 
Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that 
you also meet all of these conditions:


a) The modified work must itself be a software library.


b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the 
date of any change.


c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of 
this License.


d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application 
program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must 
make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, 
the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.


(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined 
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independent of the application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or 
table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function 
must still compute square roots.)


These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable sections of that work are not derived
from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this 
License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when 
you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the 
whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, 
and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.


Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; 
rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the
Library.


In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based 
on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope 
of this License.


3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a 
given copy of the Library.  To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer 
to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than 
version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead 
if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in these notices.


Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public 
License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.


This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.


4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or 
executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete 
corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 
above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.


If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering 
equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source
code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.


5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library 
by being compiled or linked with it, is called a »work that uses the Library«.  Such a work, in isolation, is not a
derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.


However, linking a »work that uses the Library« with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of 
the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a »work that uses the library«.  The 
executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.


When a »work that uses the Library« uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code
for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is
especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The 
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.


If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros 
and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless 
of whether it is legally a derivative work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library
will still fall under Section 6.)


Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the 
terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are 
linked directly with the Library itself.


6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a »work that uses the Library« with the 
Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your 
choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer’s own use and reverse 
engineering for debugging such modifications.


You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library 
and its use are covered by this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work during execution 
displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a 
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reference directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one of these things:


a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library 
including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 
above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable 
»work that uses the Library«, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and
then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood that the 
user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile 
the application to use the modified definitions.)


b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the 
materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this 
distribution.


c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent 
access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.


d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user 
a copy.


For an executable, the required form of the »work that uses the Library« must include any data and utility 
programs needed for reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception, the source code 
distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the 
major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless 
that component itself accompanies the executable.


It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not 
normally accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the 
Library together in an executable that you distribute.


7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together 
with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that 
the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise 
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:


a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with 
any other library facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above. 


b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library,
and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.


8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided 
under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is 
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received 
copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties 
remain in full compliance.


9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.  However, nothing else grants you 
permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if 
you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the 
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, 
distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.


10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically 
receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these 
terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights 
granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.


11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not 
limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that 
contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you 
cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent 
obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent license 
would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly
through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from 
distribution of the Library.


If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of 
the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances. 
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to 
contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free 
software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made 
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent 
application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software 
through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.  


This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this 
License.


12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by 
copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an 
explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in 
or among countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the 
body of this License.


13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public 
License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in 
detail to address new problems or concerns.


Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library specifies a version number of this 
License which applies to it and »any later version«, you have the option of following the terms and conditions 
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does 
not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software 
Foundation.


14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are 
incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the 
Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  
Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software
and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.


NO WARRANTY


15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR 
THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE 
STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE 
LIBRARY »AS IS« WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND 
PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, 
YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.


16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING 
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR 
REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING 
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS
OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD 
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF 
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES.


END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS


Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries


If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend 
making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting redistribution 
under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).


To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is safest to attach them to the start of each 
source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the 
»copyright« line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.


<one line to give the library’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library 
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General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or 
(at your option) any later version.


This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See 
the GNU Library General Public License for more details.


You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not,
write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.


Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.


You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a »copyright 
disclaimer« for the library, if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:


Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob’ (a library for tweaking knobs) 
written by James Random Hacker.


<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990 
Ty Coon, President of Vice


That’s all there is to it!
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Licence for the use of the Linux Libertine fonts


Unsere Schriften sind frei im Sinne der GPL, d.h. (stark vereinfacht) dass Veränderungen an der Schriftart 
erlaubt sind unter der Bedingung, dass diese wieder der Öffentlichkeit unter gleicher Lizenz freigegeben werden.
Querdenker behaupten oft, dass bei der Verwendung einer GPL-Schrift eingebettet in beispielsweise eine PDF 
auch diese freigestellt werden müsse. Deshalb gibt es die sogenannte "Font-exception" der GPL (welche diesem 
Lizenztext hinzugefügt wurde). Weitere Informationen zur GPL (Lizenztext mit Font-Exzeption als GPL.txt in 
diesem Paket).


Zusätzlich stehen die Schriften unter der Open Font License (siehe OFL.txt).


Our fonts are free in the sense of the GPL. In short: Changing the font is allowed as long as the derivative work 
is published under the same licence again. Pedantics keep claiming that the embedded use of GPL-fonts in i.e. 
PDFs requires the free publication of the PDF as well. This is why our GPL contains the so called "font 
exception". Further information about the GPL (licence text with font exception see GPL.txt in this package).


Additionally our fonts are licensed under the Open Fonts License (see OFL.txt).


---


The GPL with font exception, Version 2, June 1991, and the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1., can be found 
in the folder "fonts" of the application (gpl.txt and ofl.txt).
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